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Welcome Home

We Got You Covered
BlueLinx has all the Home Envelope Products you need.

ROOFING

SIDING

BROSCO is pleased to announce the addition of DSI Aluminum and Vinyl Railings.
We are proud to offer complete lines of aluminum and vinyl railing products to meet your needs. Westbury®
Aluminum and PolyRail® Vinyl Railing Systems offer peace of mind while providing a level of beauty, distinction
and lasting value in the outdoor living space.
Choose from a variety of
DSI Products –

Westbury® Aluminum Railing

Westbury® VertiCable®

Westbury® ScreenRail

Westbury® Aluminum Railing

SHEATHING

Westbury® VertiCable

Westbury® ScreenRail

CHR Continuous Handrail

PolyRail® TRX Vinyl Railing

MagenaStar Lighting Systems

WEATHER PROOFING

INSULATION
Designed to fit your lifestyle.

Contemporary vertical cables provide
virtually unobstructed views.

Outdoor living space without the
insects.

PolyRail® TRX Vinyl Railing

CHR Continuous Handrail

Magena Star Lighting System

ROOFING

SIDING

INSULATION

WEATHER
PROOFING

SHEATHING

THE STRONGEST CLASS A1 FIRE RATED
MAGNESIUM OXIDE BOARD

BY DIGGER SPECIALTIES, INC.

Vinyl Siding & Accessories

Features an elegantly contoured
T-top rail.

Compatible with all Westbury®
Railing and is ADA Compliant.

Contact your BROSCO Territory Sales Representative to learn more!

Fire, mold and water resistant
Eco-friendly and people safe

Easy to install ornamental lighting.

New England
For more information, please contact your BlueLinx representative
at 800-839-2588 or visit www.BlueLinxCo.com

New England’s Building Products Distributor

STONES, WALLS, STEPS & ELEMENTS WITH STYLE™
Olde Boston with CastStone Coping

ScapeStone with CastStone Coping

ScapeStone with Cooking Grates

Roman Pisa with CastStone Coping

Ideal Fire Pits

ScapeStone™ n Olde Boston™ n Roman Pisa®
High demand, profitable item

n

Minimal investment and inventory required

n

Easy to sell, easy to build

S I N C E 1 9 23

IDEAL CONCRETE BLOCK CO.
IdealConcreteBlock.com n Waltham & Westford, MA

n

1-800-24-IDEAL

CALL OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE TODAY
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Lumber Co-operator is committed to broadening awareness of critical issues shaping the lumber and building material industry. We promise to equip our readers
with the necessary tools to compete in an ever-changing business environment.
Contact the Lumber Co-operator at 800-292-6752 or 518-286-1010.
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ENHANCED EASTERN PARALLAM® PSL
Rain or shine, builders don’t quit. Now you can give them an
option that works even harder. Introducing enhanced Eastern
Parallam® beams and columns. You’ll see the difference right
away, and so will your customers. Our proprietary coating
signiﬁcantly reduces swelling due to moisture and resists UV
damage. Keep your inventory looking fresh and moving fast
with enhanced Eastern Parallam® PSL—the weather resistant
beam that carries our limited lifetime warranty.
Call 888.453.8358 or go to weyerhaeuser.com/woodproducts
to ﬁnd your closest distributor and product offering.
, Trus Joist and Parallam® PSL are registered trademarks of Weyerhaeuser NR. © 2017 Weyerhaeuser NR Company. All rights reserved.
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A S TRIKING ON-HOUSE
APPE AR ANCE .
SE A SON AF TER SE A SON , YE AR AF TER YE AR .
Durable & Low-Maintenance • Limited 50-Year Warranty
Available in 5” White Cedar & 7.5” Red Cedar

D I S T RIB U T ED BY:
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News & Views

Rita Ferris, NRLA president
ENGAGEMENT. It’s a concept we talk about a lot. From engaging customers in-store, to engaging
prospects online and in advertising, and even engaging staff to take pride in their job. Improving
engagement is something worthy of all of our time. And it’s something the NRLA will focus on
during the next nine months leading up to the historic 125th annual LBM Expo, in Boston,
Feb. 6-8, 2019.
What began 125 years ago as a “can’t-miss” week-long event attended by 10,000-plus lumber
dealers has been impacted by the same closures, consolidations, and competition that is affecting
the rest of the industry. It’s safe to say—after reviewing the candid feedback from retailers and
exhibitors—that the LBM Expo needs some updating.
We received feedback from retailers that they love the networking and educational opportunities
LBM Expo offers, but they need more. Retail attendees have told us they are looking for a more
engaging experience on the show floor as well as show specials that will give the roughly 75%
of retail attendees with buying power something to bring home with them.
From our exhibitors, we heard that the show is too long, and they would like to see more staff
who are directly working with and selling their products. Exhibitors feel that if they can see those
retail staff members, they can better educate them on their products, which will help retailers
upsell customers.
It’s heartening to see that so many people care about the Association and the LBM Expo that
they would provide such meaningful feedback. So, what’s next?
Well, it’s been a lot of information to sift through, but our staff and volunteers are excited
to share with you the new vision for how we will be changing LBM Expo to make it the most
valuable, engaging experience you and your team will have all year. Moving forward, NRLA’s
LBM Expo is giving retailers the opportunity to “Experience the Future” through hands-on
learning, world-class education, and valuable time with exhibitors that will help position all
NRLA companies for future success.

Here are just a few of the changes for next year:
WEDNESDAY
LBM Launch
Our late-morning kick-off event—125 years in the making—will bring together retailers
and exhibitors, providing insight on the future of our industry. At the event, you’ll hear from
amazing speakers and learn what’s new at LBM Expo and some tips to get the most value
from the show.
From Launch to Lunch
After the kick-off event, all attendees will be brought to lunch on the show floor. The
informal lunch setting will give retailers and exhibitors a chance to reconnect and tease
some of the new offerings they have in their booths before the show floor opens at noon.
6
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RAILINGS
REFINED
Aluminum ● Cable Rail ● Vinyl

MADE IN USA

OVER 30 YEARS OF MANUFACTURING EXPERTISE!

SUPERIOR PLASTIC PRODUCTS & KEY-LINK FENCING & RAILING:
Offering A Wide Variety Of Unique Products & Styles
Designed To Maximize Your Enjoyment, Security & Privacy.

DISTRIBUTED BY

Learn More at HolbrookLumber.com
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News & Views

All Hands on Deck, Plus Siding, Doors, Windows, and More
LBM Expo will be working with exhibitors to create the hands-on experiences retailers are
asking for. But in addition to what will happen in-booth, we are excited to announce the
addition of three interactive demo zones that will be located throughout the show floor.
Work Hard, Play Hard
We’ll close out the day with a cocktail hour before the show ends at 5 p.m. No activities
will be planned for that evening, allowing retailers and exhibitors to get together without
any conflicts.

THURSDAY
Business Connect
We know you are early risers, so Business Connect will again be held before the show floor
opens. This event brings retailers and exhibitors together for one-on-one discussions and
received excellent reviews last year.
Back to Business
When the show floor opens at 9 a.m., you’ll be ready to get back to business. We will have
different interactive demo zones, a student recruitment fair, a celebration of our industry’s
young lumber executives, and even some great Boston-area entertainment for your spouse,
all before the show floor closes at 5 p.m.
The Big Event
After hours, the industry will come together to celebrate NRLA’s 125th Anniversary. The
125th Anniversary Task Force is planning an unforgettable event at the Marriott Copley.
The event will feature a big-name comedian, fantastic food and drink, and more
(hey, I can’t give away all our surprises yet).

FRIDAY
Eggs and Education
On Friday morning, retailers and exhibitors will have one more chance to experience worldclass education, gather with old friends and those they met during the show, and have an
excellent breakfast.
We’ve decided to keep the show floor closed on Friday. Exhibitors’ crates will be waiting
at their booths first thing in the morning.

THANK YOU
I hope you can see from these changes that the LBM Expo Committee, NRLA’s 125th Task Force,
and many other hard-working volunteers and staff are not only listening but are enthusiastic
about the improvements being made to LBM Expo. I look forward to sharing additional details
about our plans with you over the next nine months. These are the first of many steps to evolve
with the industry and the landscape of trade shows.
Finally, I wanted to thank you for your continued support of the NRLA and for giving us the
opportunity to serve you.
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Westbury Tuscany Rail with Wolf Outdoor Lighting

Wolf Endurance in White on Wolf Serenity Decking in Sand Castle

Wolf Classic York in White Paint

Wolf Designer Rohe in Charcoal Stain and Divinity Paint

GENERATIONS OF INNOVATIONS
THAT CONTINUE TO HIT HOME
Always ahead of market trends, Wolf Home Products® has been transforming
homes for 175 years — inside and out. From Cabinetry to Decking to our new
Outdoor Lighting, Wolf works alongside dealers to always offer the selections
customers seek at a value they deserve.
Discover how we can help your business grow. Contact your Wolf Sales
Consultant or visit wolfhomeproducts.com.

KITCHEN & BATH | OUTDOOR LIVING | BUILDING PRODUCTS
© 2018 Wolf Home Products. All Rights Reserved.
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From the Publisher

Rob Totaro, director of communications & P.R.

{

Aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it deosn’t mttaer in waht oredr the ltteers in a
wrod are, the olny iprmoatnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteer be at the rghit pclae. The rset can
be a toatl mses and you can sitll raed it wouthit porbelm. Tihs is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos
not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe.

{

First off—No! That isn’t a typo or a grotesque failure of proofreading. In fact, it’s not even new.
You may have seen this paragraph circulating the internet since 2003. The simple text explains
how researchers at Cambridge University found that the brain can read words as a whole as long
as the first and last letters are in the right place. There’s some truth in this, not just for words but
also for our businesses.
Think about it—if we know where we are starting and can set clear, achievable goals, then we can
fill in the middle with the proper tactics to get us there (even if we may not know the right order
to put them in). That’s one of the reasons why this issue of the Lumber Co-operator is so essential.
With the long winter behind us and the busy season ahead, it’s crucial that we look to see what
is coming down the road. The Construction Industry Barometer (pg. 30) reminds us where we are
today and some of the trends that will be affecting business in the next 12 to 18 months.
One of those trends is the digital transformation that will continue to drive revenue and customer
and staff engagement. If you saw Tim Costello at LBM Expo 2018, you know that he is one of the
key influencers in the digital transformation world, and his article (pg. 34) is a must-read (even if
you aren’t quite ready to take action).
Another key area to take note of is our workforce. We have several articles about attracting and
retaining talent for your business. There are some actionable tips in all of these articles that will
prove to be useful for anyone looking to improve their workforce.
And then there are the articles that will have you thinking differently about marketing your
business. If the term “Geofencing” is foreign to you, make sure to read Jake Dumesnil’s article
(pg. 98) on a marketing tactic that—if you aren’t already using—you have probably seen.
Every page of this issue is packed with nuggets of information that will help make you and
your team more successful. Enjoy.
Best always,
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Fortified Railing Options

HUTTIG DELIVERS

Arm yourself with RDI Avalon Aluminum
Railing®—an easy-to-install and durable product
line—and exceed your customers’ expectations.

Visit www.huttig.com to learn more.
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Dialogue

Mike Andrews, NYLE president
Huttig Building Products

Spring is finally upon us in the Northeast, and what
a broad range of seasons we are having from Maine
down to the Mid-Atlantic states. The morning I wrote
this, I woke up in Caribou, Maine, to 4 inches of fresh,
white gold (snowmobiler term) to then browse my
social media and witness lumberyards in New Jersey,
New York, and Cape Cod have already catapulted into
their spring selling season. Amazing how S.W. Collins in
Houlton today still had snow scoops and shovels out on
display in front of their store, and Riverhead Building
Supply on Long Island is double stacked with mulch,
wheelbarrows, and 2x4 8s under their vestibule!
That is the beauty of our industry, the diversity in all
of our seasons and customers. From Baltimore to Ft.
Kent, Buffalo to Boston, we have a common goal with
the homeowner through our contractors, retailers,
wholesalers, and distributors, all slightly different
in all our business and geographical needs. This
diversity is why I enjoy meeting new people in
our industry.
Networking and learning from other members in our
industry is just another vessel that NYLE has provided
me over the many years in the LBM industry. This
month, NYLE’s Spring Conference at Foxwoods in
Connecticut was another example of a diverse group of
LBM professionals coming together to learn, network,
and grow. Stay tuned for a more detailed look at what
happened at the conference in the July LC.
Traveling down I-95 today, I passed 26 flatbed trucks
with mulch stacked 2 pallets wide, 13 pallets long,
wondering which lumberyard will experience all
these individual sales in this spring season of 2018.

12
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Spring in the Northeast is here! It took me back to my
days working retail, finally realizing no more snow
was coming and merchandising my store front for the
upcoming blockbuster spring.
My advice for spring … take a small chance to make
more margin during this busy selling season. I will
always remember merchandising a box of Victor
mousetraps on the counter and co-workers laughing
that I would never sell them at the contractor desk as
an add-on sale. We sold close to 20 boxes that spring
alone. Just a small sale, but extra margin dollars that
we wouldn’t have had unless I took a small chance
and merchandised them in the correct spot. Another
instance was stocking C-grade cedar shingles to
combat the high price of grade A & B after hearing
my customers wanting a different alternative for their
projects that would fit a price range for their projects.
Be conscious of your surroundings and your customer
base and be willing to take a chance to earn every
dollar you can in every merchandising spot at your
location. Small chances can equal big rewards!
I look forward to hearing about all your wins this
spring and what you did to bring extra margin to
your bottom lines in the upcoming months! Don’t
hesitate to reach out to me about your questions
about the industry and what NYLE can do for you. I
challenge you to engage yourself to better yourself
and for your employer through NYLE and the NRLA!
Health, Happiness, and Long Life,

WWW.NRLA.ORG

BRAVE THE ELEMENTS.

What Separates Us From the Rest?
MoistureShield® is the only decking that can be installed
on the ground, in the ground, or even underwater, without
voiding the lifetime warranty. Don’t worry about the
elements … MoistureShield is protected to the core.

moistureshield.com | 1.866.729.2378
© 2018 MoistureShield® is part of the Architectural Products Group of Oldcastle
*CoolDeck® is available on select Vision and Infuse boards.

BUILD BOLDLY.
*
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Industry News

True Value’s Strategic Partnership
To Accelerate Transformation
True Value Company and ACON Investments (“ACON”), a diversified international
private equity investment firm, announced that they have entered into a definitive
agreement to accelerate True Value’s long-term strategy to better support
independent retailers.
Under the terms of the agreement, ACON will make a strategic investment in
the new True Value operating company. This represents approximately $229 million
in returns and credits to current True Value retailers, who will also retain a 30%
holding in the new True Value Company.
The Board of True Value is unanimously recommending this transaction, which
it believes represents a unique opportunity to accelerate the transformation of
the business while also delivering compelling financial and retail benefits to our
retailers. Benefits for retailers include:
• Return of majority of invested capital
• Ongoing stake in the new True Value
• Volume and growth rebate program
• No new investment required for current or new customers
• No national ad fee
• Access to nationally recognized brand
“True Value and our retailers have been on a journey of progress together, as
we have implemented our long-term strategic plan and invested in the business. As
the retail industry continues to experience unprecedented change, we must ensure
that True Value stays ahead of that change, so that we are best placed to support the
independent hardware retailer for decades to come. As we have said consistently
we must always seek methods to accelerate our strategy, and we believe that this
partnership offers us a unique opportunity to do just that. As the only branded
national wholesaler without a membership requirement, True Value will lead
the modernization of the business model in this channel,” said John Hartmann,
president and CEO of True Value.

Pennsylvania
Lumbermens Mutual
Announces Partnership
Pennsylvania
Lumbermens with
PLM has partnered
Mutual Insurance Company

Samba Safety to offer continuous motor vehicle reports
(MVR) monitoring. Continuous MVR monitoring goes a step ahead of simply pulling
One Commerce Square
MVRs
at one
point
in time by monitoring behavior in real time, so it can be ad2005
Market
Street,
Suite 1200
Philadelphia,
19103-7008
dressed asPAsoon
as possible.
PHONEAccording
800-752-1895to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 94 percent of
WEB plmins.com
vehicle collisions are caused by driver error.
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NHRLA Scholarship
Application is Available
The New Hampshire Retail Lumber
Association is pleased to announce
the 14th Annual NHRLA & Ron Schuler
Sr. Family Scholarships application is
now available at nrla.org. Deadline for
applications is May 31, 2018.

Mid-Atlantic Millwork Sales
Joins the DSI Sales Team
Digger Specialties Inc. announced
the growth of its independent sales
representatives for the DSI Columns
product line. Mid-Atlantic Millwork
Sales will represent DSI Aluminum
and Fiberglass Columns in Maryland,
Delaware, Eastern Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, and Long Island.

GSEE Named IMT Dealer
Garden State Engine and Equipment
announced that it is now a full-line
Knuckle Boom and Wallboard crane
dealer for IMT. They will offer sales,
parts, and service for all IMT products.
WWW.NRLA.ORG

MASONITE
EXTERIOR DOORS

Cruz ™
Element ® Platinum

Heartland ™
Double Water
Focus ™

2018 Cleary
Masonite
Exterior Door
Catalog now
available!

Introducing NEW glass styles from Masonite
now in stock at Cleary Millwork.
www.ClearyMillwork.com
1255B Grand Army Highway | Somerset, MA 02726

2049 Silas Deane Highway | Rocky Hill, CT 06067

phone 800-899-4533

phone 800-486-7600

120 Defreest Drive, Suite 19 | Troy, NY 12180

44 Green River Way | Watertown, MA 02471

phone 800-350-0448

phone 800-225-4252
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Industry News

New Website Launched for
L.J. Smith Stair Systems

Parksite Adds Versetta
Stone at Third Distribution
Location, New Jersey

L.J. Smith Stair Systems has introduced a new website at LJSmith.com.
The modern, updated look of the site has been matched with fast-response
navigation tools and product filtering capabilities.
“The responsive design of the new website adjusts and responds to various
screen sizes, so the site can easily be viewed on desktops, laptops, tablets, and
mobile phones,” says Beth Galigher, director of marketing for L.J. Smith Stair
Systems. “Updated photos throughout the site and in the Inspiration Galleries
bring motivation to people looking for new stair systems and parts.”
Hundreds of wood, iron, and metal stair part products are included on the
new L.J. Smith website in vivid detail. Each product page pictures the item in its
respective wood species or iron finish.
“Through product filtering by attributes such as brand, style, size, finish, or
species, a website visitor can quickly find the stair part products they’re interested
in,” says Galigher. “A quick click over to our Stair Designer allows the site visitor
to see unlimited balustrade component combinations displayed on a stairway.
This visualizer truly makes it easy for both homeowners and building industry
professionals to find, select, and order the stair systems they desire.”

Wholesale distributor Parksite has
added Versetta Stone mortarless stone
veneer to its North Brunswick, N.J.,
location, offering coverage throughout
New Jersey, up into the Hudson Valley
and Long Island in New York, and into
Eastern Pennsylvania. Parksite also
distributes Versetta Stone through its
locations in Baltimore and in Apex, N.C.,
and the new location further ensures
a dependable supply of the popular
product in key East Coast markets.
“With the addition of New Jersey,
Parksite is able to supply Versetta Stone
to a large percentage of dealers along
much of the Eastern Seaboard,” said
Jason Quenzer, director of sales for
Boral’s Light Building Products division.
“Parksite has been a tremendous
partner for Boral, and this new location
will strengthen our footing even further
as we meet growing demand for the
mortarless stone veneer panels.”
Versetta Stone provides the
beauty and texture of authentic stone
masonry without the added skill and
time required for installation. The
panels install easily with nails or screws
and feature an integrated moisture
management system.
“Versetta Stone provides a unique
opportunity for our dealer network,
allowing the channel to bring the
coveted look of stone to homes in a
panel format suitable for traditional
siding installers and contractors,” said
Bob Higgins, VP of sales for Parksite.
“We’ve had success introducing the
material in the Mid-Atlantic region
and are looking forward to expanding
its availability to customers in the
Northeast.”

Georgia-Pacific To Build
State-of-the-Art Lumber Plant
Georgia-Pacific announced it will build a new softwood lumber production facility
in Warren County, Ga., on property adjacent to its existing lumber mill. Construction
of the $135 million, 340,000-sq.-ft., technologically advanced plant is scheduled to
begin in the summer of 2018 with an anticipated startup in spring 2019. GeorgiaPacific’s existing lumber plant in Warren County will continue full operations
until the new facility is completed. After startup of the new plant, Georgia-Pacific
estimates hiring an additional 30 to 40 employees, bringing its workforce in Warren
County to approximately 150 people.
“We have enough property next to our existing mill in Warren County to build
a larger facility equipped with the latest in lumber manufacturing technology,” said
Fritz Mason, vice president and general manager, Georgia-Pacific Lumber. “We have
a great team at Warrenton, and building a new state-of-the-art facility on this site
will make it competitive for years to come. The team has earned it.”
The new facility will be capable of over three times the output of the current
facility. The existing facility has been operating since the early 1970s, and technology
in the lumber production business has changed significantly since that time.
16
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Manufacturers Reserve Supply Now Accepting
Orders for James Hardie Building Products
Manufacturers Reserve Supply (MRS)
announced they are now accepting orders
for the full line of James Hardie products,
which includes lap and panel siding, shingle,
trim and soffit products, and backer board.
MRS will continue its outstanding
dedication to customer service and
innovation by partnering with James Hardie. With each order,
MRS offers special packaging, allowing the product to be
handled with complete care and attention to detail so the
order arrives to the jobsite in pristine condition, ready for
installation. This level of product packaging support is part of
what makes MRS such a trusted supplier.
“When customers see their order arrive with the MRS
logo on it, they can have complete confidence that the
products inside are exactly what they ordered, allowing
them to focus on the job ahead of them,” said Tina Breen,
general sales manager of Manufacturers Reserve Supply. “Our
partnership with the leader in fiber cement siding allows us

to maintain the high level of excellence our customers have
come to expect. They know they’re getting extremely durable,
authentically designed products delivered on time and in
perfect condition.”
Customers can order James Hardie siding primed or
in 25 shades of James Hardie ColorPlus Technology colors.
ColorPlus Technology applies consistent, multiple coats
of finish under controlled factory conditions to reveal a
beautiful, consistent finish. In addition to James Hardie
products, MRS is also stocked with various accessory products,
making the wholesaler a convenient, one-stop exterior
solution for completing any job.
“We’ve always been committed to raising the bar for
the building products industry, which is why we’re thrilled
to strengthen our partnership with MRS,” said Andrew Bella,
Northeast regional sales manager for James Hardie. “They
help us set the standard even higher and make customers’
jobs easier by delivering premium products and allowing
them to focus on the installation at hand.”

The Home Improvement eRetailer Summit
Promises an Actionable Agenda
Reshaping the retail experience in the digital age will be the
theme that runs through presentations and panel discussions
during the 3rd Annual Home Improvement eRetailer Summit
this fall, Nov. 7-9 in Chicago. For more information visit www.
eretailersummit.com.
The event kicks off with Steven Dennis, a leading consultant,
author, and Forbes contributor, who will share his retail survival
strategies for competing against eTitans like Amazon.
The agenda digs deep to offer advice and tactics for
taking an omnichannel approach to ecommerce and for
forging partnerships between influencers and brands to
create “authentic” content. Speakers will also reveal how
ecommerce is transforming the supply chain, particularly how
technology is impacting and streamlining order fulfillment
and product delivery.
“We have curated an exceptional playbook for anyone
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interested in exploring, entering, or expanding their selling
of home improvement products online,” explains Sonya Ruff
Jarvis, Founder of the Summit. This year’s agenda “is designed
to speak specifically to the home improvement ecommerce
marketplace and how this category can compete on all
levels—whether it’s pure play online, omnichannel, brick and
mortar, fulfillment, or the best technology platforms.”
The goal, says Jarvis, is to offer the Summit’s attendees
better intelligence and insights from those in the e-trenches,
and to provide a platform for making connections that can
move their businesses forward.
“It’s an event [in which] we can all come together and
collaborate, can learn from our mistakes, [and] can build off our
accomplishments…and it’s such a great intimate setting for us
to come and do that,” says Philip Brown, CTO and co-founder of
supplyhog.com.
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Manufacturers Reserve Supply, proudly distributes
James Hardie siding and trim products.
Contact us today: 973.373.1881
sales@mrslumber.com • mrslumber.com

JAMES HARDIE SIDING AND TRIM
®

help you craft houses you’d be proud to call home.
ColorPlus® Technology Evening Blue

Your homes tell a story, and every detail reflects on you
James Hardie® fiber cement siding and trim give you the diversity to beautifully capture any home style.
And the products are specifically engineered to stand up to your climate for uncompromising performance.
Use North America’s #1 brand of siding, backed by unrivaled field support to give you peace of mind in your decision.

© 2018 James Hardie Building Products Inc. All Rights Reserved. AD1815 02/18
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BlueLinx Completes Acquisition
of Cedar Creek
BlueLinx announced that it has completed its previously announced acquisition
of Cedar Creek, a leading building products wholesale distributor specializing in a
wide variety of building products.
The combination of BlueLinx and Cedar Creek creates one of the largest
wholesale distribution companies in the building products industry, with combined
revenue of approximately $3.2 billion in 2017. With one of the largest product
offerings in the industry and over 70 locations, the combined company will utilize its
broad footprint to better serve its extensive network of customers.
“We are pleased to announce today that we have finalized the strategic acquisition
of Cedar Creek which marks a new, transformative era for our company,” said Mitch
Lewis, President and Chief Executive Officer of BlueLinx. “We are in an even stronger
position to continue to drive growth, deliver differentiated value to our customers
and suppliers, and generate strong returns for our shareholders.”
Alex Averitt, recently appointed Chief Operating Officer of BlueLinx, said, “The
Cedar Creek family is pleased to join forces with BlueLinx, and we are confident that
the combination of our companies creates significant value for all our stakeholders.
Our deep and unyielding commitment to our customers and focus on organic
growth will be the driving force as we achieve our goal of becoming the leading
wholesale building products distributor in the United States.”
BlueLinx used net proceeds from debt issuance under its amended $750
million ABL revolving credit facility (inclusive of a $150 million accordion) and a new
$180 million term loan to fund the purchase price, repay debt and to pay certain
related transaction fees and expenses. Excess availability under the ABL and cash on
hand as of the closing approximated $157 million.

Construction Payment
Startup CEO Honored
at BuiltWorlds’
Mavericks Awards

Steve Wightman, Founder and CEO
of disruptive construction payment
technology company, BuildPay, has
been chosen as part of BuiltWorlds’
first-ever Mavericks Report: “25
Pioneers Who’ve Transformed The Built
Industry,” a recognition of the movers
and shakers who are shaping the future
of AEC (architecture, engineering,
and construction) and RE (real estate)
industries.
The prestigious award puts
Wightman alongside some of the top
disrupters in the industry, including: Elon
Musk, Founder of Tesla, Adam Neumann
of Wework and Michael Marks of Katerra,
among others.

GLOBAL REACH. HOMETOWN SERVICE.™

PrimeSource Names Tom Koos its New President and CEO
PrimeSource Building Products, Inc.,
international distributor of building
products for residential, commercial and
industrial applications, today announced
the appointment of Tom Koos as its
President and Chief Executive Officer.
Koos was formerly CEO of WeberStephen Products LLC, the world’s largest
manufacturer of outdoor gas, charcoal and electric grills and
accessories. At Weber, he was the company’s strategic and global
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operations leader. He developed and implemented consumer
marketing programs, revitalized R&D and new product
development, and expanded the company’s global footprint.
Prior to Weber, he was President and CEO of Jacuzzi Brands Corp.
Koos built a long track record of success in the consumer
durable products industry working for top brands including
Black & Decker where he served as Group President for
Consumer Products Worldwide, and Newell Rubbermaid, where
he held the posts of President of Goody Products and President
of BernzOmatic.
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Happy Anniversary

All of us at the NRLA would like to thank for following members for their continued support of the
Association. These companies are celebrating many years as members of the NRLA in May and June
and we are grateful for the opportunity to serve these, and all of our members.

YEARS

95 Builders FirstSource, Middletown, NY

YEARS

20 Windsor Mill, Petaluma, CA

YEARS

70 A. Boilard Sons, Inc., Indian Orchard, MA

YEARS

40 Rafferty Wholesale, Sterling, MA

YEAR

5 USP Structural Connectors, Burnsville, MN
1 Next Day Moulding, Woburn, MA

YEARS

40 Sales Professionals, Inc., Hainesport, NJ

1 Paint Sundries Solutions, Spartanburg, SC

YEARS

YEAR

30 Raymond’s Building Supply Inc., Wolcott, CT

YEARS

25 Lonza Wood Protection, Alpharetta, GA

YEARS

1 Timberlane Inc., Montgomeryville, PA

YEAR

1 Yesware Solutions, Inc., Wall, NJ

YEAR

The best premium siding doesn’t just lie there.

IT PERFORMS.

Everything you imagine and work for goes into your home.
So you have every reason to expect the premium siding you
invest in to perform for you decade after decade.

That's exactly why we engineered Celect® Cellular
Composite Siding by Royal®.

NEW JERSEY
200 Industrial Parkway
Branchburg, NJ 08876

NEW YORK
270 Kings Highway
Warwick, NY 10990

PENNSYLVANIA
181 Pringle Street
Kingston, PA 18704

MASSACHUSETTS
225 Cedar Hill Street
Marlborough, MA 01752

Wholesale Distribution • 800.942.7776 • Learn more at www.midstatelumber.com
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ON THE MOVE
ECi Software Solutions Names Leslie
Bodnar Chief Marketing Officer

Cary Anderson Appointed Vice
President Research & Development

ECi Software Solutions announced the appointment of
Leslie Bodnar as chief marketing officer. In this role, she
is responsible for building the ECi brand and driving the
company’s global go-to-market, digital marketing, and
demand generation strategies.
Bodnar has had an impressive 20-year career in software
marketing, product management, and business development
demonstrating leadership through her vision and strategic
thinking that anticipates industry needs. At MSC Software in
Newport Beach, Calif., she served as general manager of the
company’s Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) business,
senior director of product marketing and go-to-market, and
vice president of global marketing and inside sales. Bodnar
was also head of Americas marketing at Siemens PLM
Software and VP of Global Marketing at ACTIVE Network. She
holds a bachelor of science degree from Oakland University
and an MBA in Business and Marketing Strategy from
California State University—Northridge.

Kerridge Commercial Systems (KCS) announced Cary
Anderson has been appointed vice president R&D (North
America). Anderson will be responsible for all aspects of
product strategy and development for KCS in North America,
focusing on ensuring the KCS solutions meet the everchanging demands of our customers.
Anderson brings more than 30 years of industry
experience, with a strong focus on the LBM market. He
is known as an innovator of technology throughout his
career. As a well-respected leader in technology, he has
been responsible for helping distributors grow and prosper.
Anderson’s expertise has been sought out for many articles
written in leading LBM publications as well as educational
webinars. All of his experience and insight will be put to use
immediately as he fills the role of Vice President R&D at KCS
in North America.

Executive Appointment at Berkley
Mid-Atlantic Group
W.R. Berkley Corporation announced the appointment of
John F. Kearns as president of Berkley Mid-Atlantic Group, a
Berkley Company (BMAG). Kearns succeeds Susan N. Grady,
who remains a key member of the Berkley team focusing
on regional small commercial business. The appointment is
effective immediately.
Kearns joins Berkley Mid-Atlantic Group with almost
40 years of experience in the property casualty insurance
industry and significant expertise in all aspects of sales,
marketing, and underwriting management. He most recently
served as executive vice president, sales and marketing
and underwriting, for a major U.S. insurance group. He
holds a masters in Business Administration from Dublin City
University, a bachelor’s in Computer Science from Trinity
College, Dublin and is a Fellow of the Chartered Insurance
Institute (FCII).
Grady, who has more than 35 years of experience in the
insurance industry, joined W.R. Berkley Corporation in 2001.
In her new role, she will work on expanding Berkley’s regional
small commercial footprint.
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Masonite Names Bob Paxton
to Lead Human Resources
Masonite International Corporation announced the
appointment of Bob Paxton as senior vice president, human
resources effective February 26. Paxton will be responsible
for all human resource-related activities at the company and
will report directly to Fred Lynch, president and CEO.
Paxton joins Masonite from Owens Corning where he
served in various human resource and operational roles since
2010, most recently as vice president of human resources for
Owens Corning’s Composites business. While leading human
resources for Owens Corning’s building materials business,
Paxton led the overall integration of two major acquisitions
as vice president of business integration. Prior to joining
Owens Corning, Paxton was the SVP of human resources for
Broadwind Energy and also held various human resources
positions with Whirlpool and BP, including assignments in
Asia and Europe.
“With more than 20 years of progressive leadership
experience, Bob is a seasoned human resource professional
who exhibits great energy and passion for creating a strong
and sustainable culture where people are key,” said Lynch.
“We believe his track record of success and breadth of
responsibilities, including both global assignments as well as
business integration, make Paxton a strong addition to the
Masonite leadership team.”
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Obituaries
Jim Benson, CBMS, 60, died on April 18 from a sudden
illness. During his career Benson worked for Mahoneys and
Advanced TrimWorks. He also authored six local history
books about Brockton, Mass.
Edward C. Butler, 88, passed away at CT Hospice of Branford
on Feb. 23. Ed worked as custodian from 1997 to 2012 at Tuxis
Lumber & Hardware Store in Madison, Conn.
James Caves, 82, died peacefully on Feb. 23. He was a 1957
graduate of NYS Forestry College at Syracuse University. Jim
owned and operated Caves Lumber in Newark, N.Y.

The owners of Bryans Road Building Supply, the husband and
wife team of Arthur “Sonny” Lund Jr. and Virginia Reid
Lund, have both passed away within months of each other.
Sonny, 80, passed away on Oct. 11, 2017, and Virginia, 82,
passed away on Feb. 26.
Joseph Orgill III, retired chairman of Orgill, Inc., died on
March 12, after a brief illness. Having graduated from The
Taft School in 1955 and Yale University in 1959, Mr. Orgill
joined Orgill Brothers & Company as a salesman and later
served as President from 1968-1980 and Chairman of the
Board until 2005.

Donald F. Collins, 92, passed away on Mar. 10. Collins joined
the family business in 1949, becoming the fourth generation
to take the helm of S.W. Collins Co., and he was credited with
helping the business to expand its operations, according to
the Free Press. Donald was RLDAM President in 1957-58, and
became RLDAM’s first Lumber Person of the Year in 1985. He
retired in 1992. On Feb. 28, 2018, Donald, and his wife Patricia
celebrated their 70th wedding anniversary.

HAVE A NEWS
TO SHARE?
Contact Rob Totaro at rtotaro@nrla.org
or 518-880-6386.

THE TYPAR WEATHER

PROTECTION
SYSTEM.
Mother Nature boasts a tough-as-they-come reputation.
Any vulnerability — a tear, a seam, or a rough opening —
will be exploited, unless you are fully prepared.

AND YOU CAN BE!
BUILDING WRAPS

Stop air and control moisture.

FLASHINGS

Block water around doors & windows.

NEW JERSEY
200 Industrial Parkway
Branchburg, NJ 08876

NEW YORK
270 Kings Highway
Warwick, NY 10990

CONSTRUCTION TAPE

Bonds powerfully and seals seams.

PENNSYLVANIA
181 Pringle Street
Kingston, PA 18704

MASSACHUSETTS
225 Cedar Hill Street
Marlborough, MA 01752

Wholesale Distribution • 800.942.7776 • Learn more at www.midstatelumber.com
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New Products

CertainTeed Siding Boasts
a Bold, Modern Look with
Four New Colors

By popular demand, CertainTeed introduces four rich, bold
shades—Midnight Blue, Slate, Espresso and Castle Stone—to
provide even more mix-and-match color options to many of the
popular vinyl siding profiles, including Monogram, Restoration
Classic, Board & Batten and Northwoods.

24

New AZEK Deck
Colors Debut
for Spring 2018

Deckorators Announce
3 Innovative
New Products

Kleer Lumber
Expands Lineup

AZEK is unveiling three new deck
colors for the spring decking season.
Under the AZEK brand, the three new
Vintage Collection colors include
Coastline, English Walnut,
and Weathered Teak.

Deckorators has announced that
three innovative new products will
be available to deck builders April
1, through its distribution network:
Deckorators Fastendry, Deckorators
ALX Contemporary aluminum railing
in Brushed Titanium, and Deckorators
porch flooring with Eovations
technology.

Kleer Lumber has added a 10-inch post
wrap to its line of KLEERWrap porch
and column wraps. The post wraps, also
available in 4-, 6-, and 8-inch options,
encase existing treated posts to create
a beautiful, finished look without the
long-term maintenance hassles of
wood. They are also simple to install
with just one person.
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New Products

Because

MOTHER NATURE

Doesn’t always play nice

NEW JERSEY
200 Industrial Parkway
Branchburg, NJ 08876

NEW YORK
270 Kings Highway
Warwick, NY 10990

PENNSYLVANIA
181 Pringle Street
Kingston, PA 18704

MASSACHUSETTS
225 Cedar Hill Street
Marlborough, MA 01752

Wholesale Distribution • 800.942.7776 • Learn more at www.midstatelumber.com

DeckWise Introduces Zero-Voc Wisecoat
DeckWise, The Ipe Clip Fastener Company, introduces Zero-VOC WiseCoat Premium
Hardwood Deck, Siding & Fence Sealer as an eco-friendly, non-toxic wood finish for
those seeking more green alternatives. This waterproofing hardwood sealant employs
a proprietary formula that preserves, protects and enhances South American, African
and Asian exotic hardwoods including American hardwoods together with thermally
modified wood.
WiseCoat finish is a water-based formulation that coats the wood fibers deeply at
the cellular level, offering protection from the inside out to fight cracking and splitting
of the surface.

New Offering AFCO
Fiberglass Columns
Princeton Forest Products is now
offering AFCO Fiberglass Columns.
Pro-cast Round Smooth Tapered
Columns suited for interior or
exterior applications.

Newest Addition
to the U2 Lineup
U2 Fasteners RE-FINE Screw is
designed especially for carpenters
who do fine professional work.
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50
The Foundation at

This year, the Lumber and Building Material Dealers Foundation
(LBMDF) celebrates its 50th anniversary. As part of a year-long
celebration, LBMDF is excited to unveil a new logo (see pg. 27)
that allows the organization to grow into the future.

“The LBMDF provides a vast array of educational programs that
help dealers prepare for the future,” explained LBMDF chair
Doug Ford. “The introduction of a new logo gives us the opportunity
to refresh our brand and position the Foundation as a modern,
innovative provider of world-class educational opportunities
for the LBM community.”
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50 YEARS FORWARD
Incorporated in January 1968 as The Retail Lumber Dealers Foundation,
LBMDF was created after a yearlong study of consumer and governmental
problems, and industry needs. The Foundation sought to promote and
support scientific research in the industry.
In 1995, the Foundation changed its name to the Lumber and Building
Material Dealers Foundation in order to be more inclusive to the non-retail
members who were now a part of the NRLA.
Today, the LBMDF continues its work by offering educational seminars on
specific work-related and industry-specific topics as well as current information
vital to creating and sustaining a successful workforce. Each topic for the
seminars is selected based upon members’ feedback on what areas of their
businesses they would like to receive more education on.
1968 FOUNDING
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Robert K. Curtis, President
Curtis Lumber Co., Inc.
Ballston Spa, N.Y.
Fred F. Dallas, President
Regal Lumber Co., Inc.
Falconer, N.Y.
Fred L. Dill Sr., President
Dain & Dill, Inc.
Carmel, N.Y.
Malcolm J. Dunsmore, President
Suncook Lumber Corp.
Suncook, N.H.

A FOUNDATION OF FIRSTS
The foundation’s first charge was the creation of an Industry Improvement
Program. The IIP would be the industry’s first concerted effort to address
diminishing profits and the shrinking return on investment that was impairing
the economic health of many retail lumber dealers throughout the country.
In order to make the program a success, the Foundation
embarked on a $1 million fund drive that brought in
donations from across the country. The first donation
received by the Foundation was from Graydon Kellogg,
regional group manager of the John Hancock Insurance
Company.
This would not be the last time Kellogg would have his name associated with
the Foundation’s and the NRLA’s history. In 1972, Kellogg became the first
Associate Member to join the NRLA. And in 1978, as the Foundation launched
a $1.5 million Industry Expansion Fund Drive, Kellogg would again make the
first donation. LC
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Russell L. Fish, President
The Welch Co.
Scituate, Mass.
John Hinckley, President
John Hinckley & Son Co., Inc.
Hyannis, Mass.
Allen D. Rugg, Vice President
Rugg Lumber Co.
Greenfield, Mass.
James W. Smith, President
The Corning Building Co., Inc.
Corning, N.Y.
Horace G. Pierce, Exec. Vice President
Northeastern Retail Lumbermens
Association
Rochester, N.Y.
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TRANSFORMING
HOMES FOR

175
YEARS

Wolf Distributing Company was originally located on the Susquehanna River
in Pennsylvania—until founder Adam Wolf had the foresight to move the
company off the river just as the railroad was built in Mount Wolf. That’s right,
the company now known as Wolf Home Products was established before the
railroad made its way to Pennsylvania.
This year, Wolf Home Products celebrates its dodransbicentennial
(that’s a 175th anniversary for those of us who don’t have Wikipedia handy),
and the company that began selling lumber, nails, and whiskey
in 1843 continues to find success—and longevity—in the ability
to change and innovate.
28
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“The real temptation is to talk about tradition,” explained Jim

years ago, our new sourcing model gave us the opportunity to

Groff, executive vice president and chief marketing officer at

go into new markets and provide new products that would not

Wolf Home Products. “But the real success story is in our ability

have been available to us as a traditional distributor.”

to change and innovate. That has really made all the difference.
It’s the same story that our customers could tell.”
That willingness to change can be seen throughout the

Groff explained the new model this way: “We gather
product specifications from the field—both dealers and
contractors—and then find OEM suppliers to make the new

company’s history. After more than 100 years serving the

products to the specs the market wants at a price the market

community as a general store, the company pivoted in the

deems attractive.”

mid-1950s to become a wholesaler servicing independent

Wolf understands that retail margins are slim on most products,

lumberyards in central Pennsylvania. The two-step distribution

but by working with retailers and their contractors, they are able

model, buying in bulk and breaking them down into units,

to produce products that are differentiated enough to produce

would bring Wolf success for the next 50 years.

higher margins for their partners.

However, when the recession hit in the late-2000s, Wolf’s

“We’ve got to be the fastest-growing brand in the building

management knew something again had to change. “We said to

products industry,” said Danielson, “and it’s because we work

ourselves, we’re going to survive this, we’re going to come back,

very hard to make sure our customers succeed. And, in so doing,

but we’re going to look different than we did coming into this,”

Wolf is able to succeed and grow.”

said Groff.

As the pace of change continues to accelerate, Wolf stands

In 2010, the company introduced the first Wolf-branded

as a partner with retailers that is willing to change. As Groff

product, Wolf PVC Trim, drastically changing its business model to

acknowledged, “Change is very difficult and, depending the

compete in a new economy. “We started with trim and mouldings,

nature of it, can be painful. But we’ve learned to embrace that as

followed soon thereafter by cabinets,” Groff shared. “Since then

a core tenet here and almost look forward to it.”

it’s been a series of one product introduction after another.”
The daring move paid off. Today, more than half of all
products that Wolf distributes carry their own branding.
“Throughout our long history, we’ve demonstrated the

While there is little certainty of what the future holds for any
business, that doesn’t stop the Wolf team from looking toward
the future. As Groff said, “What we’ve demonstrated to ourselves
and proven to the industry is that whatever that next generation

courage to change direction, and this has allowed Wolf to

brings we’re looking forward to that change, and we will

remain relevant for all these years,” according to Craig Danielson,

embrace it and hopefully help our customers win in whatever

president and CEO of The Wolf Organization. “Starting just eight

the new landscape looks like.”
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By Rob Totaro
Rising prices, a tight labor market, and demographic
shifts are just a few of the factors shaping the
construction industry in 2018. In spite of
some continued challenges, overall, the
construction industry looks to drive
strong sales for retail dealers
in the Northeast this year.

PRICES RISE
2017 ended on a high note for overall construction spending in the U.S. with a
record-setting $1.25 trillion spent, up 2.6% for 2017. The residential construction
market saw much more substantial gains, with a 10.4% increase. Realistically, a
portion of that growth can be attributed to dramatic price increases in softwood
lumber and other building materials.
Since President Trump announced tariffs on softwood lumber products from
Canada in April 2017, prices have risen over 25%. Softwood lumber, however,
doesn’t stand alone in the price increases. Oriented strand board, concrete, and
gypsum products have all increased dramatically over the past 12 months. Adding
to future cost increases is the Trump administration’s steel and aluminum import
tariffs that were announced in March 2018.
Following the steel and aluminum tariff announcement, industry advocates at the
National Lumber and Building Material Dealers Association (NLBMDA) announced
their opposition to the tariffs as they increase construction costs, decrease housing
affordability, and may cause an unnecessary trade war that harms consumers.
“NLBMDA opposes tariffs on steel imports,” said NLBMDA Chair Rick Lierz. “Increasing
the cost of building materials simply hurts builders and ultimately consumers.”

THE SKILLS GAP
In addition to rising prices, the construction industry continues to encounter a
shortage of skilled workers. As all segments of the lumber and building materials
industry are aware, attracting and retaining young people to the industry has been
a priority in recent years.
In February, more than 100 students from technical colleges attended LBM Expo’s
student recruitment fair, where they met with potential employers and learned
from Northeastern Young Lumber Executives (NYLE) about careers in the industry.
The student turnout was the most significant for the event in recent years, which
helped to show students that construction trades weren’t the only option for
skilled labor in the industry.
Programs like the one at LBM Expo are helping to encourage a career in the industry
and according to the Association of General Contractors (AGC), construction
employment increased by 228,000 jobs annually in March. Additionally, the
industry’s March unemployment rate fell to 7.4%, the lowest rate for March ever.
“Construction employment indicators are still signaling strong demand on an
annual basis, even though unusually bad weather in several regions probably
depressed hiring in March,” said Ken Simonson, the AGC’s chief economist.
“Employment is rising twice as fast as for the overall economy, pay rates and growth
are outpacing the private sector as a whole, and the industry’s unemployment rate
was the lowest ever for March.”

CONFIDENCE GROWS
Notwithstanding some of these known and anticipated challenges, builders and
remodelers continue to be optimistic.
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In a March release, National Association of Home Builders
Chairman Randy Noel explained, “Builders’ optimism
continues to be fueled by growing consumer demand for
housing and confidence in the market.” While the NAHB/
Wells Fargo Housing Market Index dropped one point to a
level of 70 in March, the HMI remains strong. The HMI gauges
builder perceptions of single-family home sales.
Echoing the HMI, the remodeler market shows that 76.8%
of remodelers expect their revenue to grow over the next
12 months, according to the HomeAdvisor/Farnsworth Index.
This represents a 1.2% decrease over the 2017 Q3 index. Of
those remodelers expecting to grow, the majority (65.2%)
are anticipating more than 11% growth.
“As we look at the state of the remodeling industry today, it
is certainly positive,” explained Grant Farnsworth, director of
business development at the Farnsworth Group. “It’s one of
those stable areas, as opposed to maybe the housing market,
which over the years can fluctuate quite greatly for us.”
Farnsworth, along with other industry researchers,
anticipates remodeling revenue will grow around 5% over
the next year. One of the most significant factors holding
back that growth projections is the labor shortage. If labor
wasn’t a factor, Farnsworth believes that growth would be an
additional 11-20% range.
The labor shortage, according to Farnsworth, is giving
retailers and manufacturers an opening to move beyond
pricing and truly partner with remodelers. “They’ve got a
lot of work to be done and not enough resources to do it.
So this is an opportunity for the manufacturing side or the
retail side to partner with them in executing their business
and managing their business.”
Beyond helping remodelers manage their business more
efficiently, Farnsworth believes retailers and manufacturers
can help bring new products to market that resolve issues
around labor. “So whether that’s a product that doesn’t
require skilled labor or a product that’s quicker installation
or a product that, quite frankly, functions better resulting
in fewer callbacks. I think there’s a couple of areas that
manufacturing and retail can really help, but they all seem to
revolve around some business needs today of the contractor
as opposed to survival and pricing that we saw 10 years ago.”

IT'S A GENERATIONAL THING
Adapting to changes in the needs of homeowners can prove
to be slow. As Baby Boomers age and Millennials purchase
homes, their unique needs will shift not only the design of
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houses but also the products and services the industry will
need to provide. These are the two largest population groups
in the U.S. currently, with Baby Boomers accounting for more
than 50% of home improvement spending, according to
HomeAdvisor Chief Economist Brad Hunter.
“Currently, the Baby Boomers are doing more than half of all
the spending on home improvement, and the Millennials are
still a tiny percentage relatively speaking, but they’re going
to become huge in the future.”
Hunter explains that Baby Boomers are spending on bigger
discretionary projects like outdoor living, new flooring, and
new appliances, rather than repairs and maintenance items.
Hunter calls this “Nesting is investing.” Boomers are putting
money into their home, knowing they will get a small return
but that they will be able to enjoy the lifestyle of those
home improvements.
For Millennials who, according to the Pew Research Center,
now represent 35% of the U.S. workforce, buying a home has
been challenging. Because of this, Hunter explained, “they
are buying homes that are older and smaller, and they’re,
therefore, doing things to maximize the space they have.”
“Millennials make up a third of all the homes being sold
and bought in this country right now,” said Hunter. “They’re
rapidly gaining influence, and they’re going to become
the next 900-pound gorilla driving home improvement in
the next few decades.”
Nino Sitchinava, principal economist at Houzz, explained that
“Millennial homeowners who tend to be first-time buyers are
definitely ramping up with their renovation activity in part
because they’ve been waiting to get into their home for quite
some time. And so now they’re ready to make it their own.”
HomeAdvisor’s surveys find that Millennials are far more
likely than previous generations to remodel a basement or
garage. In another study, the House and Home Study, from
Houzz, it was also found that Millennials are more likely
than other generations to install smart home security and
entertainment features in their home.

BRING ON SUMMER
Although this has been a seemingly endless winter in the
Northeast, signs of a positive summer building season are
everywhere. As Boomers nest and Millennials invest in
their new homes, it is clear that this summer will force the
construction industry to make some tough decisions on
prices, labor, and balancing the wants and needs of two very
different target markets. LC
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Natural trim colors are gaining in popularity. But to a

SAND

contractor, that means losing time and margin on painting.
Give your customers – and their customers – peace of mind

CLAY

with PALIGHT Trimboard in Clay or Sand with Color2Core.™

PALIGHT Color Trim: Better than a shrink.
EVERCLEAN™ PROTECTIVE FILM

Digital Transformation
and Connecting with
Consumers Online
By Tim Costello

Today’s consumers,
no matter what industry you are in,
are more demanding than ever. By the time they talk to
someone at your company, they have gathered volumes
of information online and are armed with facts, opinions,
and information. The digital and online worlds are
creating an educated prosumer that is so much
farther down the sales funnel than ever before.
Your job as a business leader is to embrace this new
behavior and transform your business. This means moving
faster than ever, leveraging technology, and creating a culture
within your company that values change and disruption.

So, how do you stand out from the competition and gain the attention
of today’s impatient and oversaturated consumer? Today, many brands
are turning to interactive content to solve the problem.

91%

of buyers prefer
more interactive/visual
content that can
be accessed on
demand.

WHY?

79%

of content marketers
agree that interactive
content results in repeat
visitors and multiple
exposures.

81%

of content marketers
agree that interactive
content grabs attention
more effectively than
static content.

66%

of content marketers say
audience engagement
has increased in their
organization since using
interactive content
tactics.

If these stats don’t entice you, here are five key reasons
that interactive content is a great step in your digital transformation journey
and is the answer to drive engagement, clicks, and ultimately sales.
Interactive Content Increases
Active Engagement
What is the difference between engagement and “active”
engagement and why should you care? Studies in the
education field show that active learning (participating in
the activity) vs. passive learning (sitting back and listening)
increased test scores by up to 45%. These same principles can
be applied to online content and engagement—interactive
elements can boost engagement by more than 50%. We used
to measure website visits and time on site as important metrics,
but now the focus is shifting to the time and effort consumers
spend actively engaging with content—getting involved
with your brand and participating in their online journey. This
means a deeper brand relationship, stronger brand affinity, and
increased purchasing. Research has consistently shown that the
stronger a buyer’s relationship is with a brand, the more likely
they are to be loyal, long-term customers.
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The Data Game
You can’t turn a corner without hearing about Big Data—now
is the time to embrace the concept. Most consumers know
data collection happens almost all the time; however they
expect something in return. They want their content delivered
to them personally and for it to be fun and engaging. They
want everything to actually relate to them.
An incredible opportunity for all of this data collection is
interactive content. Interactive content creates a channel for
brands to get to know their customers even better. Ideation
tools, interactive visualizers, hotspot images, etc. give your
brand direct insights into your consumers. That data can tell
you what your customers want, expect, are looking forward to,
and much more. From there you content can continue to get
better and better.
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Are You a Friend or a Salesperson?
Consumers nowadays are more educated than they ever
have been. This means how brands talk to consumers has to
change. With the ease of being able to get information, a lot of
consumers just browse the web to look for ideas or inspiration,
not necessarily to buy anything. People don’t like having to be
sold on something, until they are already ready to buy.
The Acquity Group found that 94% of B2B buyers perform
some kind of online research before ever purchasing a
business product. So you don’t want to push potential future
buyers away because the only option they have is to buy your
product. This is where interactive content comes in handy.

Increased Clicks and Conversations
Clickthroughs and conversions are the holy grail of website
performance, and interactive content can help increase both
of these. Demand Metric found that “interactive content…
generated conversions moderately or very well 70% of the
time, compared to just 36% for passive content.” To further
prove the point, The Content Marketing Institute highlighted
three case studies of brands that each saw upwards of 50%
click-through rates when they used interactive content.

With interactive content you can educate your future buyer
on pretty much anything in a fun and engaging way. Helping
educate potential buyers on what is best for them and what
it is they are looking for allows brands to build trust. Be their
friend. Friends help friends make the best decision possible.

Retargeting
I’m sure you’ve seen this happen to you as you’re online. You
look at something on one site and then go to a new website
and there is that thing you were just looking at in a little ad off
to the side. That is retargeting. Retargeting puts you back in
front of someone that has already shown some interest in your
business. This helps bring someone one step closer to buying
from you—that is if it’s done correctly. Interactive marketing
helps to make sure it does.
With the data you collect from your interactive content, you
know what people are most interested in, what they are
usually looking for, and so much more. Using this, you can
serve up content that will drive people back to the site, but it
also makes it more personal to the consumer, which is what
everyone wants.
Personalization is key. However, privacy is also very important
to people, so by gaining these insights from your interactive
content you can pretty much know what these people want,
are looking for, and are most interested in. Then take that
and get consumers even more excited about your brand and
buying from you!
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The Benefits of Interactive Content
It’s easy to see why more and more brands are looking to
embrace the benefits of interactive content in their sales and
marketing programs. These strategies can range from ideation
tools, changers, and configurators, to virtual and augmented
reality solutions. These types of content bring your brand
to life, strengthen customer relationships, and improve
marketing and sales performance.
There are roughly 9,000 hours in a year—and the question
I’d like to pose to you is what are you going to do with your
next 9,000 hours? The word opportunity is about a set of
circumstances that makes it possible to do something—
opportunity won’t come by chance or luck, but by intentful
action. No matter what tactics you try and employ to
undertake digital transformation—you have a path and
9,000 hours in the next year to achieve your goals. How will
you continue your journey of learning, experimenting, and
exploration? And regardless of the technologies and specific
tactics that you utilize, it’s important to ensure that you are in
the driver’s seat. Be disrupted or be the disruptor. LC
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The lumberyard that
took 130 years to build.
When Ganahl Lumber opened the doors to its new 18.5-acre location in Torrance, CA, you
could tell right away it was special. A state-of-the-art gem.

Tom Barclay,
General Manager
Ganahl Lumber

So, where did the vision come from? A combination of Ganahl’s 130 year history of operational
excellence and CT Darnell’s experience building on over one thousand LBM facilities. Together,
they made a powerful team.

Go to www.sunbelt-rack.com/stories to check out the story
behind Ganahl’s new state-of-the-art facility.

CT-Darnell.com

n

Sunbelt-Rack.com

n

800-353-0892

© WTD Holdings, Inc., 2018. All rights reserved.

ATTRACTING

YO NG
PEOPLE TO THE
LBM BUSINESS
By Tom Ford
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For many years, we have heard frustrated dealers lament … young people don’t want
to work at lumberyards. Where are our future leaders going to come from as we move
into retirement? If you are one of those who find it difficult to hire young, energetic
employees who are driven to grow and take positions of responsibility, read on!
Hiring people is a competition! Especially now, with low
unemployment rates, young people can be selective when
choosing which position to take and with which company. If you
want to hire these people, you have to put some time, energy,
and money into it, not much different than when you target a
new customer to sell.
People between the ages of 18 and 38 are labeled with
the term Millennials. They comprise 26% of the population, the
largest segment. These are the people that will be the leaders
10 to 40 years from now. They also are the most educated
generation ever, with 23% having earned a bachelor’s degree
or higher. Let’s look at a few things that count in the minds of a
prospective new Millennial employee:

Guidance. Millennials want to learn, and they expect
lots and lots of feedback. You must be willing to mentor
and coach your new hires. They need structure and
encouragement to take on more responsibility and a
transparent story … “this is why we do what we do,” etc.
Their generation is very comfortable working in teams
and sharing credit for success. You may mentor them
in groups as well as individually. Make listening a part
of your style. Millennials have been taught that their
ideas are to be shared, and stifling that only leads to an
increase in frustration and job dissatisfaction.

Reputation. What is the perception of your company
from the outside? Find out, go to websites, look at
customer reviews, and also look at websites like
Glassdoor, where both current and former employees
can anonymously comment about working for you.
Young people have grown up looking at online reviews
and ratings for everything, not just restaurants! What
about your own website? A fresh, dynamic, optimized
website speaks volumes to young audiences, versus one
that is static, outdated, and bland.

Work/Life Balance. Again, if you are asking your
people to work long hours, be available to answer
texts and e-mail all the time, and give up evenings
and weekends, and your competitor for your coveted
employee doesn’t, then you will lose out. Many studies
have shown that free time is just as important, and
sometimes more important than pay. The days when we
could justify placing stiff demands on people’s time by
paying them a little more are over. It’s incumbent upon
you to review your work flows and methods to eliminate
the need to be present at the operation for more than nine
hours a day, five days a week.

Working Conditions. You are competing with
others for these people … what do they have that you
don’t? Everything matters. Your breakroom, restrooms,
climate control, computer equipment, desks, cubicles,
furniture are all taken into consideration when a prospect
asks him/herself, “Can I see myself working here?”

Benefits. Time off and flexible hours are highly valued.
Are you competitive in your PTO? What about flexible
scheduling? Making it easy for a young parent to modify
their own schedule to accommodate the needs of their
children can be a real difference maker. Don’t make it
intimidating to need to come in an hour late.

Technology. Young people have grown up with
computers and cell phones starting at an early age. They
are consumers of all sorts of content, and shop online
for everything. They want what technology provides …
if you are behind the times, doing things the “hard way”
while technology is known to exist to make tasks much
easier, that is seen as a big drawback.

There are many talented, hardworking young people out there
who would be an asset to your business. To attract them to want
an LBM career, try offering more of the things they care about. LC
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This article was written by Tom Ford, president & partner at
Impact 180 & Lumber Contacts Inc. Feel free to contact Tom
at ford.tom@lumbercontacts.com.
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Fine-Tuning
Feedback
By Kylie Fay

Feedback.
Something no one really wants but something that everyone needs to hear. Generally
speaking, giving feedback isn’t any manager’s favorite aspect of the job. In fact, a 2014
Zenger/Folkman study found that 43% of managers reported that giving corrective
feedback is a “stressful and difficult experience.” While it is uncomfortable for some
managers, giving feedback has a critical impact on an organization. Feedback improves
employee performance and, in turn, business performance. When done well, it can
motivate employees and encourage continued learning. The challenging aspect of
feedback is that while it is incredibly important to a company, if it is done poorly it can
have severe consequences such as decreased employee morale or motivation. With
that in mind, how should a manager go about giving effective positive AND negative
feedback? Below you will find some tips and tricks that successful business leaders use to
provide effective feedback to their employees.
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Make It a Conversation.
Giving feedback shouldn’t be the manager lecturing their
employees. It’s a conversation. Employees should be able to ask
questions, clarify actions, and set improvement goals just as the
manager does.
Listen.
It seems self-explanatory, but if a manager expects the employee
to listen to them, they must listen to their employees. When
going into a feedback conversation, managers should keep their
minds (and ears!) open so both the manager and employee feel
like they’ve been heard.
Make It Timely.
Once a manager observes a behavior or event that warrants
feedback (good or bad) the manager should have a feedback
conversation as quickly as possible to ensure that the behavior is
reinforced or corrected.
Use Compassion.
We’re only human! We are all going to have bad days or even
bad weeks. Sometimes an employee might be experiencing
something outside of work that has affected their performance.
This is just another reason why feedback needs to be a
conversation, not a lecture. Managers may not be aware of
what is going on in an employee’s life but once they notice an
employee’s performance slipping and take the time to have a
feedback conversation, they can have a better grasp as to how to
effectively handle the situation in which both the manager and
employee meet expectations.
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Focus on Behavior.
Sometimes it’s easy to get defensive when your work is being
critiqued, which is why it is important for managers to focus on
behaviors and not the employee’s character. For example, an
employee interrupts meetings and continually talks over his/
her peers. Instead of saying “You are being rude or disrespectful,”
focus on the behavior and say something like “when you
interrupt, our productivity decreases.” It gets your point across
but doesn’t come off like you’re attacking the person’s character.
Follow Up.
Once the manager has had a feedback conversation to change
or improve an employee’s performance, the manager must
follow up. Whether it’s a quick drop-in or a formal conversation,
it’s important to double back and follow up on performance
improvement or additional improvements that need to be made.
Giving feedback isn’t the top of anyone’s fun list. It can be
uncomfortable and daunting, but hopefully these tips and tricks
can help both managers and employees alike when it comes to
those impactful feedback conversations. LC

Kylie Fay is an employees resources associate with HireElements, the
recruitment network for A.W. Hastings & Co. As a strategic partner,
HireElements aligns people and opportunities, leveraging a thorough
understanding of its clients’ corporate environment to provide the best
human resources services for its culture. For more information, visit www.
hireelements.com.
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SATISFYING

A DEMAND FOR

DIALOGUE:

Routine Employee Feedback Is No Longer Optional
By Kate Zabriskie
Not so long ago, most people in the workplace received
feedback once-a-year during a performance review. An
employee didn’t expect a development plan, a career track,
or anyone to take an interest in his or her professional
growth. That responsibility was often a solo activity. In
fact, as recently as a couple of decades ago, there wasn’t a
great deal of help on the road to career success, and most
people didn’t complain. It simply was what it was.
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But times change, and norms evolve. The practice of once-a-year
feedback is fast becoming an anachronism and as out of place
in the modern office as the fashions people once wore when
holding those annual reviews.
The reason the average worker has evolved to expect a steady
diet of attention and conversation is debatable and perhaps
worth scholarly inquiry. In the meantime, however, a demand for
dialogue exists and must be answered.
So, why should managers take action, what does it take to
establish and maintain an ongoing give-and-take, and how can
managers balance the constant conversation with their own
workplace responsibilities?

Why Bother to Give Regular Feedback
For some, accepting the new reality means moving past the
fact that they came along when life was hard. Sorry, it’s time
to get with the times, and get over it. Practices have evolved.
If you don’t expect employees to accomplish their work with a
typewriter and rotary-dial desk phone, then it shouldn’t be too
hard to figure out that in addition to advances in technology,
management practices have also improved.
First-class organizations have career paths, they invest in employee
development, and their managers engage in regular dialogue with
their direct reports. Bottom line: If you want a top-notch worker,
you better start acting like you know what to do with one.

How to Establish and Maintain Dialogue
Once you’ve bought into the notion that routine conversation is
a must, the next step is knowing how to guide interactions.
1.Take an interest. Very little builds engagement as well as a
manager who seems to genuinely care for people, promotes
their success, and has the ability to develop them. This is not
an annual affair. Rather, you’ve got to have a range of formal
and informal conversations throughout the year. To get
started, ask questions and pay attention to the answers.
• “What are you working on that’s exciting to you?”
• “What aspects of your job do you enjoy the most?”
• “If you could eliminate parts of your work, what would
you stop doing?”
• “What used to be interesting to you that’s now become
mundane or boring?”
• “If you could try something professionally with limited
chance of failure, what risks would you take?”
• “Tell me a little about what first attracted you to this 		
organization. Has anything changed about how you feel about
your work here?”
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• “How do you feel about our interactions? Do I give your
development the right amount of attention, and do you receive
the right amount of feedback?”
There is no limit to the questions you could ask. The key
is showing a sincere interest in the answers, withholding
judgement about what you’re told, and taking action when
you can.
2.Be observant. As a manager, your job is to focus on the
work that gets done and how it gets done. When you pay
attention and are specific with your feedback, you show
you’ve spent time to notice what’s working and where
opportunities exist. In other words, it’s important to
communicate to people they matter to you.
• “Tim, I thought the graphics you used on those PowerPoint slides
were very strong. You chose the unexpected, stayed away from
heavy text, and did something a little different than what we are
used to seeing. I think your approach answered the challenge
Roger gave us to think outside the box.”
• “Gina, I’d like to talk with you about the report submitted this
morning. Specifically, I want to discuss the proofreading process
you’re following. I noticed a few errors, and I want to see if
there is a way we can reduce the mistakes. If we could increase
the accuracy of the reporting, I think we would improve our
department’s credibility. Is now a good time for you, or should I
schedule something for this afternoon?”

Finding the Time for Planned Dialogue
There is no clock fairy or magic solution to time management
and fitting feedback and development conversations into a
regular workload. It’s an effort that requires discipline. To ensure
planned dialogue happens, you need to put formal meetings on
a calendar, schedule them at regular intervals, show up on time,
and put the smartphone away.

The Payoff
While increased levels of informal feedback and scheduled
conversation can seem overwhelming at first, the more often
a manager engages, the easier it is, the franker the discussions
become, and the greater the understanding between the
employee and the manager grows.
With whom should you be having conversations? LC

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Kate Zabriskie is the president of Business Training Works, Inc., a Maryland-based
talent development firm. She and her team help businesses establish customer
service strategies and train their people to live up to what’s promised. For more
information, visit www.businesstrainingworks.com.
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We've been dividing people into four personality types,
styles, or patterns since the time of Plato. These days, online
personality tests are everywhere. After a number of fun
questions, you can discover which animal, shape,
color, or celebrity you’re aligned with.
Or take a serious personality
test to help identify your
management, leadership,
or communication
style.

If you really want to get to know yourself, you can take a more scientific assessment that not only
tells you who you are, but what drives you, what motivates you, and how people can best work with
you. You’ll get 35 pages of autobiographical information, which can help you understand yourself.
And that’s great, but when you’re meeting someone for the first time—as you’re exchanging
greetings, smiles, or handshakes, paying attention and being present—it’s rather difficult to identify
them and put them into one of 16 categories off the top of your head.
And no one ever brings you their 35-page assessment and hands it to you like a manual and says,
“Here’s who I am and how to deal with me.”
If you’re in sales or customer service, reading your audience is critical to your professional success.
This ability has long been a secret of the magician’s success. Magicians are astutely skilled in the fine
art of perception and recognizing the individual personalities that comprise their audience.

Next time you watch a close-up magician, pay attention
to the audience members and see how they react. There
are generally four types of reactions:

Now think of the four suits in a deck of playing cards
and what images they bring to mind:

There’s the excited participant, ready to be blown
away by anything.

The Diamonds are shiny and exciting; they yearn
to be seen and recognized.

There’s the passive viewer, who is enjoying the show,
hoping that they don’t get picked.

The Hearts are compassionate and loving; they wish
for everyone to get along.

There’s the take-charge type-A who wants to take
control of the situation.

The Spades are quick and strong; they want power
and control.

There’s the skeptical know-it-all who has to figure out
the secret.

The Clubs are very specific; they require attention to
detail to be right.
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The four suits perfectly align with the Myers-Briggs,
DiSC, Merrill-Wilson, and Helen Fisher systems:
Diamonds are Expressive, Explorer, Influence

With two questions, you'll have a strong sense of
which suit best describes the personality.

Hearts are Amiable, Negotiator, Steadiness

Warm and Fast?

Spades are Driver, Director, Dominance

Warm and Slow?

Heart

Clubs are Analytical, Builder, Conscientiousness

Cold and Fast? ♠

Spade

Cold and Slow?

Club

Once you know which four personality styles align with which
suits, you’ll want an easy system to identify which person is
exhibiting the behaviors of which suit. To do that, you just need
to pay attention to a person’s speed and temperature.

The Speed and Temperature
of Suits
What’s amazing about the four suits of a deck of playing
cards is that their color and shape connect to a person’s speed
or temperature.
First, think of the color of the suits—red or black. When you meet
people for the first time, if upon introducing yourself they are
open and engaged, they are most likely a red suit—a warm Heart
or a Diamond. If they are reserved or withdrawn—acting colder
toward you—they are a Spade or Club.
Next, think of the shape of the suits. The Diamonds and Spades
have sharp and pointy ends—they move fast and talk fast,
just like their edges are fast to draw. They go for the straight
line of the situation; they get to the sharp end of the point!
So, if someone you meet is moving and talking fast, they are a
Diamond or a Spade.
Hearts and Clubs are round suits. These people can’t be rushed
or pushed to making a decision. They need time. The best way
to remember the Clubs is that this suit is very difficult to draw;
it requires attention to detail to do it right. So, people who are
critical, detailed, and disciplined—people who require being
right—are Clubs.
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See how easy it becomes? Just pay attention to how fast/slow
and warm/cold someone is.
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♦ Diamond

If you’ve studied other personality evaluation systems you can
overlay the four suits over the terms you already know. The four
suits make memory recall easier, helping you speed up the entire
identifying process. They are a shortcut for your mind.
Depending on your own personality, you may think that this is
amazing , or this is all obvious to you . Maybe you’re curious
how this will affect others , or maybe you’re ready to put
thoughts into actions .

What Hand Were You Dealt?
Reacting to the Unique Traits
of Suits
If part of your life involves meeting new people, and you want
to connect and communicate with them for business or social
reasons, there’s nothing better than paying attention to people’s
personalities. It provides the groundwork to approach and
understand someone.
No matter your type, here's how you can give the
people you encounter what they need:
If you meet a ♦

, provide recognition and attention.

If you meet a ♥

, provide support and approval.

If you meet a
♠, provide opportunities to take
charge and make decisions.
If you meet a

♣, provide opportunities to be “right.”
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A great magician provides each of the personalities exactly what
they need. For example, he allows the to analyze whether it’s
a regular deck of cards. He then lets the decide which card to
select by authoritatively shouting “stop!” And he invites the onstage to receive the attention and credit for seemingly making
the magic happen. All the while, he leaves the alone to take
pleasure in watching others enjoy themselves.

You don’t have to rack your brain to search for the right word to
describe someone. The magician’s method of four suits is simple to
learn and easy to use in the real world. When you’re in the trenches
of a presentation or negotiation, meeting people and trying
to understand them on the fly, utilize the four suits to identify
personality types quickly and easily. And then, give them what
their suit needs.

Once you’re aware of what each suit needs, you, too, can provide
each person the right opportunities to thrive, just like a magician.

Shuffling It All Together

The goal is for you to eventually be able to identify the
personality styles without even thinking about doing it.
Mastering this skill will enable you to be more adaptive to your
audience—just like a magician. That will go a long way to
help you build that relationship or close that deal. LC

Many people have taken personality tests to tell them who they
are. But very few people can instantly assess the personality style
of someone they meet. Thanks to this magical system, you’re now
equipped to do just that.

Kostya Kimlat is a keynote speaker and corporate magician who fooled Penn & Teller
on their hit TV show, “Fool Us”. Kostya speaks to businesses about how to Think Like
A Magician™ to improve sales and customer service. For more information about
Kostya Kimlat, please visit www.kostyakimlat.com.
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Accents, Influencers,
and Composites
Trends in Roofing and Siding
By John Taraborelli
“Have you ever heard of Pinterest?” asks Hannah Knapp of Boston Cedar.
She’s joking, of course—kind of. When it comes to trends in home building
and remodeling, online platforms like Pinterest and Houzz, as well as pop
culture phenomena like HGTV, are driving design and purchasing decisions
to the extent that’s still relatively unfamiliar in this industry.
48
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As evidence of the increasing importance of these influencers,
Knapp points to the exploding popularity of nickel gap and
shiplap siding. “Chip and Joanna use it in lots of their houses,”
she explains. For the uninitiated, Chip and Joanna Gaines are
the married couple who star in Fixer Uppers, one of the cable
network HGTV’s most popular shows. You may not know them,
but your customers probably do.
When it comes to creating that nickel gap look, Boral TruExterior
is an increasingly popular choice for siding, says Rob Alexander,
also of Boston Cedar. The material is made from fly-ash, a biproduct of burning coal that’s being turned into a sustainable,
low-maintenance and customizable material. “It started through
architects, and then builders adopted it,” he explains. “It’s a
good price point—in line with finger-joint cedar—and it can be
painted dark colors, which you can’t do with PVC.”
Jason Gomes and Alicia McCardle of AZEK also point to the
rising influence of pop culture and social media in the siding and
roofing markets. “We’re seeing a lot more decking as siding. It’s
got that West Coast feeling,” McCardle says. “And the decking
warranty is applicable to siding,” Gomes adds.
Dan Indoe of Maibec, too, finds that an increasing number of
design ideas is coming from social media. “We’re seeing more
shingle looks on accent walls,” he explains. His company is trying
to get out ahead of the curve. “We’ve got a full online marketing
initiative. We’re increasing our presence on Facebook and
Pinterest. More women are driving the decisions.”
The same is true for roofing, where even a family-owned legacy
brand like IKO is trying to adapt to the new world of online
influencers. “Seven out of 10 times the wife is choosing the
roof. Ten years ago that was inverted,” says Brian Canavan,
one of the company’s regional sales managers. He also notes
that customers are no longer just taking the pro’s word at face
value. “Even if the contractor does the best presentation, there
is a validation loop. People are going online to check it out. We
didn’t have that en masse as recently as five years ago.”
According to the NRLA’s 2017 analysis, only 12 percent of
member businesses have a Pinterest account and only 6 percent
are on Houzz. A whopping 55 percent are still not even using
Facebook. (There was no data on how many members watch
Fixer Uppers.) However, the trends in home envelope make it
clear: remaining off the grid is still an option, but remaining free
from its influence is not. LC
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Contact(s): Dan Morgado, Westfield, Mass.; Chip Wood, Greenland, N.H.
Email: danmorgado@bc.com; chipwood@bc.com
Phone: Westfield: 877-462-6473; Greenland: 800-962-9961
Website: www.bc.com/distribution
What Home Envelope products do you sell?
SBC cedar shingles, Grayne engineered shingle, James Hardie fiber cement siding,
Versetta Stone panelized stone veneer siding, Grace Ice & Water Shield, Grace Ice & Water
Shield HT, GCP Tri-Flex XT synthetic underlayment, GCP Vycor Plus & Vycor Pro flashing
tapes, GCP Vycor enV-S housewrap, HomeGuard housewrap, ToughSkin 20 & 25 synthetic
underlayment, Inspire synthetic slate roofing tiles, Dow insulation products, Huber Zip
System sheathing and tape.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to your customers?
Dealers receive the benefits of a full support sales staff devoted to generating pullthrough sales at their location, education among staff and customers, as well as marketing
support that can help with merchandising and marketing materials. Our products are
high quality, manufactured by leaders in the industry. In today’s economy, retail lumber
dealers need to be focused on suppliers who can get them the products they want when
they need them, educate their sales staff, and have a commitment to help move product
off the dealer’s shelves.
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Advancing Roof Protection for 40 years
GRACE ICE & WATER SHIELD®
The Original Best in Class Underlayment

GRACE ULTRA™
For Extreme Temperature Assemblies

GRACE ICE & WATER SHIELD® HT
Perfect for Metal Roofs

GRACE SELECT™
Performance Alternative to Granulars

gcpat.com
© Copyright 2018 GCP Applied Technologies Inc. All rights reserved. RE0114-0318

Distributed by: Boise Cascade
Westfield, MA 877-462-6473
Greenland, NH 800-962-9961

Tando Building Products

SI

Phone: 844-698-2636
Website: www.tandobp.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Cladding: TandoShake, TandoStone, Beach House Shake
Created by Tando (now available in three colors), and
Signature Stain Created by Tando (available in three colors).
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Dealers should not miss one of 2018’s high-demand brands,
including two new colors for Beach House Shake by Tando
with the realism of cedar shake and new Signature Stain
Shakes—real wood stain without the pain. As a Tando 2018
stocking dealer, you receive:
• Game-changing Tando HD Home Definition Sample Program
• Newly expanded comprehensive collateral support
• The Tando Atlas Texture & Color Guide
• The Tando Online Atlas
• Customizable dealer displays
• High-definition wall displays
• Website listing
• Onsite training
• New category defining products
(Beach House Shake and Signature Stain)
• Home Team Advantage Program
• Three promotional buying windows to better suit your needs
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GCP Applied Technologies
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Website: www.gcpat.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
GCP Applied Technologies Inc. has developed the latest
advancement in residential weather resistive barriers that
offers premium protection to a homes’ structural integrity,
peace of mind during installation, and superior energy
efficiency. GCP has introduced Vycor enV-S self-adhered
weather resistive barrier that provides an advanced
alternative to housewraps. It is a highly durable membrane
that directly adheres to the sheathing, avoiding the tears
and costly reworks commonly associated with traditional
housewraps. The wall is protected from water damage,
and the jobsite looks neat, sealed, and attractive even during
construction.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
As homebuilders seek to promote the energy efficiency of
the homes they build, GCP’s Vycor enV-S weather resistive
barrier represents the latest in residential building science
to create an air-tight yet breathable home and achieve
the highest product performance available. While it does
not require mechanical fasteners for its installation, Vycor
enV-S membrane forms a water- and air-tight seal around
the fasteners used to install siding and exterior finishing
materials, thus avoiding the numerous leak points typical for
traditional housewraps.
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Huttig Building Products
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Contact: Mike Catalina Email: mcatalina@huttig.com
Phone: 518-767-9220 Website: www.huttig.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Huttig-Grip housewrap and tapes, Vycor tapes by GCP Applied
Technologies, Ply Gem Performance Collection vinyl siding,
Maibec white cedar shingles, Keene Rainscreen, AZEK PVC
trim, Huttig-Grip roofing underlayment, Tri-Flex roofing
underlayment by GCP, GAF and BP shingles, Huttig-Grip
saturated felt, and Atlas Energy Shield insulation board.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
We offer next-day delivery with no minimums or upcharges,
competitive pricing with customizable programs, the deepest
inventory in the Northeast, and local and knowledgeable
salespeople.

General Woodcraft Inc.
Contact: Chris Nolan Email: chris@generalwoodcraftinc.com
Phone: 860-444-9663
Website: www.mataverdedecking.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Climate-Shield Rain Screen System. We manufacture and
distribute the Climate-Shield Rain Screen System nationwide.
This unique wood siding system is available in eight durable
natural hardwood species options. The patented ClimateShield system improves building envelope performance for
commercial and residential buildings. With its unique design,
it is recognized as the fastest and easiest rain screen system to
install. Available pre-finished or unfinished. Trespa Pura NFC
Sidings: If you love the look of wood siding but don’t like the
maintenance aspects of real wood, highly durable Trespa Pura
sidings are available in 10 different wood décor options and
eight Uni Colors.
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Reserve Supply of Central NY
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Contact: Chris Ford Email: cford@rscny.com
Phone: 888-676-9418 Website: www.rscny.com
What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Housewrap: REX Wrap by Alpha Pro Tech.
Underlayments: Titanium/Rhino roof by InterWrap and
Gripgard by EMCO.
Roofing: EMCO Building Products BP shingles.
Siding: Celect cellular composite and vinyl siding from Royal
Building Products; foundry specialty siding and Kleer PVC
trim boards from the Tapco Group.
Sheathing: Huber Zip System.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
With a wide depth and breadth of inventory, we offer twice
a week delivery to all of our customer base. We also offer
additional incentives for stocking dealers of certain products.
We also offer training, displays, and contractor events to all
of our customers.

SI

Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Qualified Dealer Program: The use of rain screens continues
to grow rapidly. The high performance of a well-designed rain
screen makes too much sense to ignore. Some rain screen
products are far better than others. Climate-Shield and Trespa
Pura are recognized as leading rain screens. To help you tap into
and sell these premium siding options, we offer our Qualified
Dealer Program. This program allows you full access to our
technical services, dealer training programs, installer training,
displays, marketing collateral, lead development and marketing,
and sales assistance.
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Building a Greener Tomorrow

HUTTIG DELIVERS

With green products like EcoBatt® and EcoRoll®,
Knauf Insulation offers innovative ways to elevate
sustainability and consciousness within the industry.

Visit www.huttig.com to learn more.

Princeton Forest Products
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Contact: Matt Skerry Email: sales@pforest.net
Phone: 800-504-8044
Website: www.princetonforestproducts.com

Mid-State Lumber Corp.
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Contact: Jack Dalton Email: jdalton@midstatelumber.com
Phone: 908-725-4900 Website: www.midstatelumber.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Flashing: TYPAR Flashing Flex, AT, Butyl.
Housewrap: TYPAR Housewrap, Benjamin Obdyke
Slicker Classic.
Roofing: Western red cedar shingles and shakes, Benjamin
Obdyke Cedar Breather ventilated roof underlayment.
Siding: James Hardie, Royal Building Products, Celect
by Royal, Western red cedar, Eastern white pine, Inland
red cedar.
Underlayment: Patriot Timber IronPly, SurePly.

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Siding and Trim: Gold River Alaskan yellow cedar CVG 1/2 x 6,
1/2 x 8 and 3/4 x 10 bevel siding, C&Btr S4S and Knotty S1S2E trim
boards. Primelock, primed finger joint 1/2 x 6 bevel siding, 1 x 6
drop siding, 1 x 6 and 1 x 8 nickel gap siding and S4S trim boards.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Primelock has a 30-year transferable warranty.
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Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Since 1976, Mid-State Lumber Corp. has been the source of
building material products for the retail lumber dealer. We
provide dealers with the option of buying in less than full
manufacturer shipments. Mid-State Lumber operates four
facilities located in Branchburg, N.J.; Kingston, Pa.; Warwick,
N.Y.; and Marlborough, Mass. Our customer base spans
the Mid-Atlantic and New England regions. Commodity
inventories are maintained in several East Coast re-load
centers.
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Wolf Home Products

SI

Contact: Mark Simmers
Email: mesimmers@wolfhomeproducts.com
Phone: 703-966-6015
Website: www.wolfhomeproducts.com
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Huber Engineered Woods

SH

Contact: Visit huberwood.com/contact-us to find your local rep.

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Siding: Built on more than 175 years of experience, Wolf
Home Products offers premium products without the
premium price. Wolf Portrait Siding with InfinitySeam
Technology provides an authentic look of real wood while
offering superior strength and performance. It will not rot
or splinter, is moisture resistant even in the wettest climates,
and remains impervious to insects. Wolf Portrait Siding is the
only siding available with proprietary ColorWatch technology,
which provides superior protection against fading. Wolf
Portrait Siding is available in two collections, Silhouette (Lap
7”) and Vignette (Double 4”), and six popular colors. Wolf also
sells Kimberly-Clark BLOCK-IT housewrap.

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
ZIP System R-sheathing is an all-in-one structural panel with
built-in exterior insulation. Featuring integrated moisture, air,
and thermal protection, ZIP System R-sheathing reimagines
traditional wall assemblies by streamlining weatherization.
Designed to meet new energy codes, each panel features
integrated continuous foam insulation to increase thermal
performance and minimize thermal bridging. An exterior
engineered wood panel meets wall bracing requirements
and provides a nailable, flashable base for cladding, trim, and
windows. A built-in water-resistive barrier eliminates the need
for housewrap and helps achieve a quick rough dry-in. Taped
seams create a continuous air barrier that helps prevent air
leakage and protects insulation R-value.

Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
In addition to providing marketing and sales support to dealers
and contractors, Wolf’s high-quality products are backed by
industry-leading warranties; Wolf Portrait Siding is backed
with a limited lifetime warranty and a 25-year stain and fade
warranty. Wolf also offers a five-year extended labor warranty
when the product is installed by a certified Wolf PRO who has
completed Wolf’s exclusive installation training program.

Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Huber Engineered Woods offers a First Time User Rebate for
professional builders and remodelers who would like to try
our products. Try ZIP System R-sheathing and get up to $450
in rebates. We also offer up to $200 per qualifying first-time
builder—with no limit to the number of qualifying first-time
builders—as a retail salesperson incentive. For more information, visit huberwood.com/rebates.
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The Front
FIGHTS AIR AND MOISTURE.

The Back
FIGHTS HEAT AND COLD.

Together, they knock out the elements.
ZIP System® R-sheathing is the simple all-in-one structural panel
with built-in exterior insulation. Featuring integrated moisture,
air and thermal protection, ZIP System R-sheathing completely
reimagines traditional wall assemblies by streamlining the
weatherization process. Learn how to protect your next project at
InsulateYourBuild.com.
© 2018 Huber Engineered Woods LLC. ZIP System and the accompanying ZIP System logo and design are trademarks of
Huber Engineered Woods LLC. Huber Engineered Woods products are covered by various patents. See ZIPSystem.com/Patents
for details. This product’s Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) has been certiﬁed by UL Environment. HUB 18668 03/18.

Royal Building Products

SI

Contact: Adam McCool
Email: adam.mccool@royalbuildingproducts.com
Phone: 800-368-3117
Website: www.royalbuildingproducts.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Royal Building Products offers a strong portfolio of siding
(Royal and Exterior Portfolio vinyl and Celect Cellular
Composite Siding), Royal PVC Trim and Mouldings and Zuri
Premium Decking. All are designed to meet homeowner
demands for beautiful curb appeal without requiring
significant time or resources on maintenance.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Last year Royal Building Products launched the Royal Preferred
Contractor program to train and certify installers for Celect
Cellular Composite Siding. This year, Zuri Premium Decking will
be added to the certification program. Both require training
with our install experts and then completion of a hands-on
certification test. A special app tracks jobs, which contribute to
achieving various milestones that result in loyalty rewards.
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LIFESPAN Solid Select
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Contact: Rodger Ekstrom
Email: rodgere@timbertrading.com Phone: 800-331-7319
Website: www.timbertrading.com/lifespan-LC

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Siding: Lifespan Solid Select is premium, clear-grade
exterior trim and siding made from real wood and treated to
withstand the elements. Featuring a superior clean finish and
outstanding protection against moisture, rot, fungal attack,
and insects, Lifespan delivers an unmatched combination: all
the benefits of real wood and superior durability that lasts
a lifetime. Sourced from New Zealand’s renowned radiata
pine forests, Lifespan is made from only the highest-quality,
long-length clear lumber. Distributed exclusively by Timber
Trading Group.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Our PerfectPack system provides you more of the lengths you
need, reducing waste and increasing profit. We take pride in
our rigorous grading, combined with labeling and packaging
that set our products apart. Our quality control improves
your inventory turnover and profit margins, and it keeps your
customers coming back again and again. We do all this to bring
you a product that adds value for both your customers and
your business. Because when your name is on the line, so is
ours.
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Seamless. Virtually maintenance free. Gorgeous. Cellular composite siding.

C E L EC T. Roy a l B u i l d i n g P r o d u c t s . c o m • 1 . 8 5 5 . 6 8 3 .73 6 8
For product warranty details, please visit www.CelectWarranty.com

© 2 0 1 8 R O YA L B U I L D I N G P R O D U C T S

Next-level siding for customers.
Fatter pockets for you.

Holden Humphrey Co.
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Contact: Lance Humphrey Email: lance@holdenhumphrey.com
Phone: 800-777-1053 Website: www.holdenhumphrey.com

Weyerhaeuser
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Contact: Joseph Baker
Email: joseph.baker@weyerhaeuser.com
Phone: 800-627-2536
Website: www.weyerhaeuser.com/distribution

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
We’re Always Building. That’s why Weyerhaeuser delivers
what you need, on time, with a solid handshake. Our
Easton distribution center proudly stocks the following
home envelope building products:
Siding: Allura fiber cement siding and Western red cedar
Bevel siding.
Insulation/Weatherization: Dow Styrofoam, Sill Seal,
TUFF-R, Thermax, Sill Seal, and Alpha ProTech REX Building
Products.
Other Specialty Building: Titebond caulks and sealants.

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
James Hardie siding products, WRC bevel, pattern and
boards, Durável Paulownia, CertainTeed Cedar Impressions
5” individual sawmill shingles, Henry residential building
envelope, IKO roofing, Titebond WeatherMaster and
construction sealants, BP roofing, and HardieWrap.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
We offer marketing and sales support; product knowledge,
sales, and installation training for retailers, contractors, and
architects; and stocking dealer incentives.
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Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Weyerhaeuser, one of the world’s largest forest products
companies, began operations in 1900. The company’s wood
products business offers leading structural frame materials and
OSB products, software, and technical support for residential,
multifamily, and light commercial construction under the
Weyerhaeuser and Trus Joist brand names. Weyerhaeuser is
also one of the largest building products distributors in the
U.S., offering products through more than 300 suppliers.
Weyerhaeuser manages its timberlands on a sustainable
basis in compliance with internationally recognized forestry
standards, and all of the company’s structural wood products
are certified to the SFI standard.
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Introducing

CedarLife

™

Make time stand still

NATURAL BLEND

PHONE: 800-777-1053
WWW.HOLDENHUMPHREY.COM

Siding: Cedar Impressions individual 5" sawmill shingles in cedar blend
Trim: Restoration Millwork®

CEDAR BLEND

DRIFTWOOD BLEND

RUSTIC BLEND

Cedar Impressions® Individual 5" Sawmill Shingles
are the industry’s ﬁrst polymer shingles that feature
an innovative, blended color throughout. Innovative
CedarLife Color Blends capture the appearance of natural
Eastern White Cedar and Western Red Cedar at various
life stages, remaining fresh and beautiful for a lifetime.

Portland Stone Ware Co.

HW

Contact: Kirsten Schuler Email: sales@portlandstoneware.com
Phone: 800-343-0001 Website: www.portlandstoneware.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Portland Stone Ware distributes Dorken’s above- and belowgrade Delta barrier products. Air and moisture control is critical
to the sustainability and longevity of a building, for both energy
efficiency and to protect it against potential moisture damage.
Whether a project requires moisture management for the walls,
the roof, or the foundation, Delta has the high-performance
products to meet specific needs. We stock Delta Fassade S,
Delta Vent SA, Delta Dry for above-grade applications, and
Delta MS, Delta Drain, and Delta FL for below-grade.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
We have teamed up with the Delta group to provide product
knowledge, detail data, and specification literature on all
products, samples, and fast service. Covering from Bangor,
Maine, to southern New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania, we
cover a vast amount of the Northeast for all our product lines.
We offer pricing by the rolls to pallet pricing to accommodate
small to large purchases.
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American Lumber
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Contact: Richard Paci Email: rpaci@americanlumberco.com
Phone: 845-778-1111 Website: www.americanlumberco.com

What Home Envelope products
do you sell?
Siding: Western red cedar
clapboard and multiple profiles
in lap and T&G siding. Pine bevel,
channel, shiplap, novelty, T&G,
and log cabin siding. Paulownia
double-primed clapboard siding.
T1-11 plywood siding. Carbonfused bamboo “rainclad” siding.
NewTechWood UltraShield capped
composite rainscreen siding.
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Capital Forest Products
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Contact: Meredith Howe Email: mhowe@capitalforest.com
Phone: 410-280-6887 Website: www.capitalforest.com

Benjamin Obdyke
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Contact: Erik Summers Email: esummers@obdyke.com
Phone: 215-672-7200 Website: www.benjaminobdyke.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Ventgrid—providing the perfect air gap solution. When using
Ventgrid on a wall, a properly ventilated rainscreen assembly
is created. Separating the cladding from the building
sheathing paper allows moisture to escape, thus protecting
the wall from developing damaging mold and rot. When using
Ventgrid on the roof, you extend the life of your wood shingles
and shakes by providing superior ventilation. Also stocking the
full line of Titanium products, Benjamin Obdyke products, and
Advanced Building Products. Capital is the largest stocking
distributor of cedar shakes and shingles on the East Coast.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Our knowledgeable salespeople are experts in managing
moisture with regards to cedar shakes and shingles and
are always available for product training and seminars. All
underlayments in stock and ready for prompt shipment.

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Benjamin Obdyke sells top-of-the-line home envelope
products: HydroGap drainable housewrap, FlatWrap UV,
Slicker Classic rainscreen, Slicker MAX rainscreen, Slicker HP
rainscreen, and HydroFlash self-adhered flashing. We also
specialize in roofing/underlayment, selling: Cedar Breather
and a full line of ridge vents: Rapid Ridge, Roll Vent, Cougar,
Shark Vent, and Xtractor Vent.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
At Benjamin Obdyke, we offer a wide range of services, from
technical support to jobsite/on-site review and support, as well
as credits for architects and contractors.
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Contact: Matt Conard Email: matt.conard@gaf.com
Website: www.gaf.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Timberline Ultra HD Lifetime high-definition shingles.
For just pennies-a-day more than standard architectural
shingles, you can enjoy Timberline Ultra HD Shingles—your
best investment for an ultra-dimensional wood-shake look.
Thanks to layers that are up to 53% thicker than standard
architectural shingles2 combined with GAF proprietary color
blends and enhanced shadow effects, Timberline Ultra HD
Shingles offer a natural beauty and incredible thickness that
you’ll notice and appreciate—not to mention how much they
can increase the resale value of your home!
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Grayne
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Contact: Becky Duffy Email: becky_duffy@boral.com
Phone: 248-668-6366 Website: www.grayne.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Grayne engineered composite shingle siding from Boral offers
the best of both worlds: the charm and appeal of natural cedar
with none of the associated maintenance, curling, warping, or
fading. Our two profiles, a 5” White Cedar Shingle and a 7.5”
Red Cedar Shingle, incorporate the subtle color gradations
and variations in grain of plain-sawn shingles, imparting the
striking look of true cedar from every angle. Grayne’s patented
dual-offset installation method means it can be installed in
the same layout as cedar shingles with no keyway stacks,
capturing cedar’s exact on-house aesthetics.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Grayne products aren’t just beautiful, they’re smart. From
thoughtful packaging and easy installation to a lifetime of
low-maintenance performance, we ensure you and your
customers are satisfied. Count on exceptional order accuracy
and greater than 99% on-time delivery. Behind the scenes, our
team of product specialists provides unparalleled support for
our dealers, including marketing tools, on-site employee and
customer training, contractor events, and field support.
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ALGAE
“UGLY”
sounds a lot like

Coincidence? We don’t think so, either. So we’re proud to
introduce exclusive StainGuard Plus™ Time-Release technology.

gaf.com/TimeRelease

Versetta Stone
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Contact: Becky Duffy Email: becky_duffy@boral.com
Phone: 248-668-6366 Website: www.versettastone.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
A mortarless stone veneer, Boral’s Versetta Stone provides the
beauty and texture of authentic stone masonry without the
added skill and time required for installation. The panels install
easily with nails or screws and feature an integrated moisture
management system. Our newest profile, Carved Block, is
reminiscent of large, split-face stone for a more contemporary
look; it comes in two colors. Tight-Cut and Ledgestone profiles
also are available, with six color options.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Versetta Stone provides a unique opportunity for building
material dealers to bring builder and remodeler customers the
look of stone homeowners crave but in a panel format suitable
for traditional installers and contractors. And it’s all backed
by our extensive support network. Our product specialists
provide marketing materials, literature, and a range of training
tools, from product knowledge sessions to field training to
contractor events. We also have a fleet of training trailers that
can visit dealer yards to allow customers to try this unique
product offering.
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Russin Lumber Corp.
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Contact: Jordan Russin Email: jordan@russinlumber.com
Phone: 845-457-4000 Website: www.russinlumber.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Western red cedar, pine, and Thermory siding products,
Fortifiber housewrap and flashings, Tamko roofing and
waterproofing.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Russin has an in-house factory-finishing operation to enable
you to add value for your customers! Don’t just quote a price—
offer a solution for a better finished product. Factory finishing
through Russin can enable larger tickets for our dealers, with
stronger retail margins, better customer retention, and happier
homeowners.

WWW.NRLA.ORG

15 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
HomeGuard® Weather Barrier System

Protect your project from Mother Nature.
A high-quality low cost solution for preventing air leakage, controlling drafts,
improving indoor air quality, and protecting wall systems from water and moisture.
• High strength microperforated woven polyolefin housewrap with
6 month UV resistance
• Excellent air & water resistance and improved jobsite
durability = less call backs!
• Custom logos available with 40”x 30” print area. Build your
business with HomeGuard’s industry leading Custom Logo
Imprinting Program
• 15 year product and systems warranty eligible
• ICC ESR-3774

Westfield, MA 877-462-6473
Greenland, NH 800-962-9961
www.bc.com/distribution

Guardian Building Products

IN

RO SH UN

Contact: Sara Eller Email: marketing@guardianbp.com
Phone: 800-569-4262 Website: www.guardianbp.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
• Roofing shingles and accessories from Tamko and
CertainTeed, roofing underlayments from Titanium and
RhinoRoof, and roof ventilation products from Lomanco.
• Knauf Insulation batts, rolls, blowing wool, and high- and
low-pressure spray foam products from Lapolla.
• EPS, XPS, and polyiso foam sheathing from DOW, Diversifoam,
Star-R, and Atlas; housewrap from Perma R, and door and
window tape.
• Decking and railing products from Tamko and Deckorators.
• Siding and more from Royal Building Products, Ply Gem, and
ProVia.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
• We offer market-specific inventories at each of our 29
branches across the U.S.
• We can service all your interior and exterior home envelope
needs with quality products and accurate, on-time delivery
schedules.
• PLUS Points Loyalty Program—We partner with our suppliers
to reinvest in our customers’ businesses.
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TruExterior Siding & Trim

SI

Contact: Becky Duffy Email: becky_duffy@boral.com
Phone: 248-668-6366 Website: www.boraltruexterior.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Made with a proprietary blend of polymers and fly ash, Boral’s
TruExterior Siding offers the authenticity of wood but with a
high level of dimensional stability for reduced expansion and
contraction, and durability for resistance to warping, cracking,
and splitting. Choose from six historically accurate profiles
in our Craftsman Collection—Channel, Channel Bevel, Cove/
Dutch Lap, Nickel Gap, Shiplap, and V-Rustic—or our new
Bevel Collection, which boasts a true taper and shadow lines
other manmade products simply can’t match. Bevel Siding
comes in 6-, 8-, and 10-inch widths and is now available in
Beaded Bevel and Rabbeted Bevel options.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
TruExterior is an entirely new product category, so we
understand the importance of product knowledge and trial
in convincing your customers to make the switch—and we
make it easy for you to do just that. Our extensive sampling
program is backed by a robust marketing effort that funnels
high-quality leads directly to our dealers. In addition, we offer
a range of resources, including marketing materials, literature,
and a network of training trailers that can visit dealer yards to
allow your customers to truly experience and learn about our
trim and siding.

WWW.NRLA.ORG

BEFORE OWNERS CREATE A LOOK INSIDE THE HOME, B U I LD ERS M UST CRAFT A

SHUTTERS

+

LOOK OUTSIDE. AVAILABLE IN AN INDUSTRY-LEADING ARRAY OF COLORS, SIZES

WINDOW

DOOR

AND ARCHITECTURAL STYLES, MID-AMERICA SIDING ACCESSORIES HELP YOU

MOUNTING

C R E A T E S T U N N I N G , LO N G - L A S T I N G E X T E R I O R S. P R O V I N G , O N C E A G A I N , T H AT

UTILITY

MID-AMERICA KNOWS THE BUSINESS OF SIDING DETAILS, INSIDE AND OUT.

GABLE

B E A U T I F U L

E X T E R I O R S

AC CESSORIES
TRIM

B L OCKS

VENTS

VEN TS

ROOFING

M I DAM E R I CAC O M P O N E NTS. C O M

+

VENTILATION

Johns Manville

IN

Phone: 800-654-3103
Website: www.jm.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
With one of the broadest ranges of insulation solutions
available, Johns Manville truly is the one-stop shop—for
every customer and every application. We offer a full line of
fiberglass, mineral wool, spray foam, polyiso foam board, and
hybrid solutions, all from one source.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
We adapt our business to serve yours. The JM Advantage
means you receive the exact combination of products you
need on one truckload. One call, one shipment—that’s all
it takes.
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Manufacturers Reserve Supply

FL

HW

Contact: Tina Breen Email: tina@mrslumber.com
Phone: 973-373-1881 Website: www.mrslumber.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
TYPAR building wraps, flashing, and tapes: The TYPAR
Weather Protection System is the most comprehensive
lineup of building wraps, flashings, construction tapes, and
accessories. All of it designed to work together to safeguard
homes and structures—and deliver what no other name can:
a lifetime limited warranty.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
We offer special pricing for products ordered in unit quantities
and bundles. We also extend the courtesy of letting our
customers combine units of different material to receive
discounted pricing on the entire order. Picking your order up
at our facility will also result in a generous pick-up allowance.
Here at Manufacturers Reserve Supply, we are in it together.

WWW.NRLA.ORG

Rex Lumber Company

SI

Contact: Ed Godek/Tom Murray
Email: information@rexlumber.com
Phone: 800-343-0567 Website: www.rexlumber.com

Coastal Forest Products

SI

Contact: Ed Linehan, Mike Kelly
Email: elinehan@coastalfp.com, mkelly@coastalfp.com
Phone: 800-932-9663 Website: www.coastalfp.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Siding: We run exterior siding, trim packages. Rainscreens
in Accoya, Red Grandis eucalyptus, cypress, Douglas fir, and
Western red cedar. Other species are also available.
We offer a complete line of stock siding profiles. The
profiles include trim boards, beveled siding, and tongue-andgroove profiles. Our beveled siding has one resawn face for
those customers who prefer a rough face. If these profiles do
not meet your needs, then we can match any profile or create a
custom profile.
Many of the species we offer can also be offered in FSCcertified material that qualifies for LEED points.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Rex Lumber can offer any of our siding or exterior trim
products primed with an exterior primer, even exterior top
coats. Our vacuum coater priming operations cover all four
sides, which is recommended on exterior products. We can
also spray custom exterior finishes through our finishing line.
We can match any color or type of finish that is specified.

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
ColorHPX High Performance Siding and Trim, LP SmartSide,
Atlas roof shingles, Interfor cedar clapboards, Iron Woods
Vanish rainscreen (ipé, garapa, balau), Western red cedar
(clapboards, patterns, and shingles), Elite stained Western red
cedar shingles, Western hemlock (clapboards and patterns),
and white cedar shingles (green, KD, bleaching stain).
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Coastal runs a pre-finishing facility that will paint or stain
custom colors as well as prime siding. Milling capabilities are
also available. From a few boards to a few truckloads, Coastal’s
service platform is second to none.
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GLOBAL REACH. HOMETOWN SERVICE.™

PrimeSource Building Product, Inc.

FL HW UN

Contact: Local area distribution center
Email: marketing@primesourcebp.com
Phone: 800-676-7777 Website: www.grip-rite.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Housewrap: Grip-Rite housewrap in five styles—Lightweight,
two side coated premium, commercial grade, drainage gradeand our all-new High-Perm WeatherResistor Non-Woven.
Grip-Rite woven WRBs are made of a tough, woven, highdensity polyethylene and microperforated.
Underlayment: Grip-Rite ShingleLayment synthetic roofing
underlayment is a code approved alternative for ASTM D226
and D 4869 asphalt felts. ShingleLayment is used in high slope
roofing applications beneath shingles, battened tiles, metal
roofing, slate, and simulated shake/slate. ShingleLayment is
now available in three styles—Heavy-weight Premium, allnew four-layer ShingleLayment-15-Pro, and new lightweight
ShingleLayment LWE. All styles are third-party tested to
AC 188 and CAN CSA 123.3-05, Florida Statewide.
Flashing: Grip-Rite flashing.
Coatings: Grip-Rite coatings includes roof sealants, roof repair,
cool roof reflective coatings, and damp proof coatings.
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CertainTeed

HW

SI

Phone: 800-233-8990 Website: www.certainteed.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
CertainTeed’s home envelope options span from standard and
premium weather-resistant CertaWrap housewraps to durable
vinyl, composite and stone veneer siding options in the
industry’s widest array of textures and colors. STONEfaçade
Architectural Cladding System offers a beautiful panelized
stone look with a simple installation process, while Cedar
Impressions polymer shake and shingle siding provides
the appearance of real cedar without the maintenance.
Restoration Millwork cellular PVC trim and Vinyl Carpentry
trim provide long-lasting durability and the perfect finishing
touches for any style home. All of CertainTeed’s products
work together to provide the Freedom of Choice to create
exceptional curb appeal.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
CertainTeed’s Building Solutions loyalty programs offer
options to residential builders and commercial contractors
and include technical support, rewards, and continuing
education opportunities. Our Show Me The Money with No
Limits Contractor Reward Program provides rebate eligibility
every time you buy any of our qualifying roofing, siding, or
outdoor living products, and rebates earned are loaded onto a
custom CertainTeed Rewards card each time you submit your
proof of purchase, so you can spend the money right away or
let it add up. CertainTeed Siding 5-Star Contractors receive an
additional 10% bonus rebate on qualifying products.

WWW.NRLA.ORG

Your #1 Source for Building Products
Nails, Screws, Rebar and much more!

Quality
& Performance
800-676-7777
www.grip-rite.com
www.primesourcebp.com

· Package and Bulk Nails
· Collated Fasteners
· Collated Screws
· Pneumatic Tools
· Concrete Accessories and much more.

WE BUILD AMERICA™

©2017 PrimeSource Building Products, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Visit www.Grip-Rite.com for details, warranty information and limitations.

James Hardie

SI

FL
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UN

Contact: Margarita Paduani
Phone: 603-395-8638 Website: www.jameshardie.com

Contact: JP Gallagher Email: jpgallagher@bostoncedar.com
Phone: 800-222-6255 Website: www.bostoncedar.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Installed on over 5.5 million homes from coast to coast, James
Hardie fiber cement products are designed to resist the most
extreme conditions while romancing the senses. Enjoy the
warm, natural character of wood with unprecedented peace
of mind that comes with our unique formulation, finishing
technology, and complete exterior. It’s easy to see what makes
James Hardie the market leader.

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Typar Weather Protection System: The complete Typar
Weather Protection System includes Typar housewrap,
flashings, and construction tape.
Keene Rainscreen: Keene Rainscreen provides drainage
of excess moisture and ventilation for siding, all in one easyto-install product.
Allura Fiber Cement Lap Siding: Available in both Smooth
and Traditional texture, Allura fiber cement Lap Siding
provides a natural look without any of the limitations of
wood or vinyl.
Boral TruExterior Siding: A lower-maintenance, easierto-install alternative to wood and other materials without
sacrificing the look, feel and character of traditional wood
siding.
Nobelia Stained Eastern White Cedar Shingles: Available
in a variety of colors, most shingles are available in both clear
and extra grade and are available with one or two coats.
Watkins Cedar Shingles: Watkins Rebutted and Rejoined
Cedar Sidewall shingles are the ultimate luxury siding material.

Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
We stand behind our siding 100% for 30 years as James Hardie
doesn’t prorate our siding warranty coverage. ColorPlus
technology finishes and HardieTrim boards come with 15-year
limited warranties.
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Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Boston Cedar offers Boral TruExterior Siding in custom colors.
All pre-painting siding jobs feature a 15-year warranty on the
paint itself. Requires a four-week minimum lead time.

WWW.NRLA.ORG

UNDENIABLE

BEAUTY.
UNBEATABLE

STRENGTH.

Discover why more builders are building with Allura,
L A P S I D I N G | P A N E L S I D I N G | S H I N G L E S | S H A K E S | P LY C E M T R I M | S O F F I T | B A C K E R B O A R D / U N D E R L AY M E N T

AlluraUSA.com

Advanced Building Products

UN

Contact: Keith Lolley Email: klolley@abp-1.com
Phone: 800-252-2306
Website: www.advancedbuildingproducts.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Advanced Building Products is a leading manufacturer
of moisture and ventilation products for the residential
and commercial construction markets. Our Mortairvent
rainscreen drainage and ventilation mat, voted the Most
Innovative Product at the World of Masonry in Las Vegas, is
used throughout the United States and Canada. We have just
launched our innovative furring strip, Watairvent, which is the
first of its kind on the market. These two products, along with
our Cedair-Mat roof ventilation product and below- grade
Advanced Drain, give our customers the one-stop-shop
approach they need to make purchasing quick and easy.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Yes; We offer first-time pricing incentives and rebate programs
to our customers. We also offer in-depth training to ensure our
partners succeed with our product lines they carry.
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Parksite
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Contact: Keven Crotty Email: kcrotty@parksite.com
Phone: 860-214-6066 Website: www.parksite.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
The complete DuPont Tyvek building envelope for residential
and commercial applications. Products in the system help
make buildings more durable, comfortable, and energyefficient by controlling airflow through walls, while holding
out bulk water, and allowing moisture vapor to escape.
Parksite carries DuPont Tyvek air and water barriers:
HomeWrap, DrainWrap, ThermaWrap LE, ThermaWrap R5.0,
StuccoWrap, CommercialWrap, CommercialWrap D; DuPont
Flashing Systems: FlexWrap NF, StraightFlash, StraightFlash
VF, DuPont Flashing Tape, NEW! FlexWrap EZ for smaller wall
protrusions like plumbing, HVAC components, vents, wires,
exterior outlets, lights, gas lines. Other products include
Protec roofing underlayment, DuPont Roof Protector, DuPont
Residential Sealant.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Parksite’s annual Tyvek dealer program offers benefits to better
your business, from pricing incentives, hosting contractor
events at your facility with live demos, and providing sales
training for your employees, to mapping out a plan on how to
make your business grow. Our unparalleled custom marketing
support will set your company apart. Most of all, Parksite’s
Specialist Network is the heart of what we do. They focus on
downstream marketing designed to educate your customers about Tyvek products. They work directly with architects,
builders, and contractors offering targeted training, including
technical field support and installation demonstrations, building demand for new products.
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INTRODUCING OUR LATEST PRODUCT!

Recommended for use behind these
multiple siding materials…
• Wood Sidings
• Stone & Masonry Veneers
• Stucco
• Fiber Cement Board Siding
• EIFS Systems Strategy

Recommended for use behind wood
cladding.
• Solid core for structural stability
• Vertical channels for proper drainage
and ventilation from the backside
of the cladding to the front side
of the sheathing
• Horizontal channels allow
for cross ventilation

www.advancedbuildingproducts.com
1-800-252-2306

IKO Industries Ltd.
Contact: Mitch Leet Email: mitch.leet@iko.com
Phone: 800-361-5836 Website: www.iko.com

RO

Maibec

SI

Contact: Dan Indoe Email: daniel.indoe@maibec.com
Phone: 603-662-8346 Website: www.maibec.com
What Home Envelope products do you sell?
“Squarely the best. Maibec is the largest manufacturer of
Eastern White Cedar shingles in North America. It’s a title
we’ve enjoyed since 1964. As the recognized benchmark
for quality in our industry, Maibec shingles can be used to
enhance the original beauty of your home, emphasize its
architectural details, or pair harmoniously with other materials
for a more contemporary look. For centuries, homeowners
have preferred the naturally durable properties of Eastern
White Cedar for their exterior shingles.
Maibec is a North American benchmark for integrated
exterior siding systems. We offer high-performance materials
and stains, ingenious installation systems and virtually endless
possibilities for customization. We also help you every step of
the way to ensure you achieve a rich and timeless design that
contributes to the value of your investment and to your peace
of mind.”

LBM Advantage
Better. Stronger. Together.

LBM ADVANTAGE
SPECIAL REPORT
What Home Envelope products do you sell?
IKO Dynasty with ArmourZone. Battles the elements,
protects against inclement weather. IKO Dynasty shingles’
extra weathering-asphalt coating adds weight for better
performance and weather resistance. The ArmourZone is
an oversized 1-1/4”-wide nailing area reinforced by a tearresistant, woven band inserted into and extending beyond
the common bond. It makes nail placement easy and helps
prevent pull through in high winds.
For additional information on our full line of premium
roofing products, please call 855-IKO-ROOF (855-456-7663)
or visit our website at www.iko.com.

The LC will explore all of Advantage’s
programs, services, and categories
in this special section.

Reserve Your Space Today!
Contact Jim Reynolds:
jreynolds@nrla.org or 914-548-3076.

LUMBER CO-OPERATOR
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BlueLinx Corporation
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Contact: Bob Fitzpatrick
Email: robert.fitzpatrick@bluelinxco.com
Phone: 800-839-2588 Website: www.bluelinxco.com

ROCKWOOL Insulation

IN

Contact: Ed Senniger Email: ed.senniger@rockwool.com
Phone: 314-882-4646 Website: www.rockwool.com

What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Roofing: Tamko’s Heritage line is a full offering of 30- and
50-year laminated asphalt shingles. The vivid color and
blended shadowtone create a striking contrast and curb
appeal for any home. The Heritage 30-year warranty comes
with a standard 15-year full start period. The Heritage Premium
has a 50-year warranty with a 20-year full start period.
Roofing Underlayment: Protecto Wrap’s Jiffy Seal Ice &
Water Guard HT protects your roof from ice dams and winddriven rain. It is a premium, high-temperature, 40 mil, selfadhering membrane composed of proprietary slip-resistant
film with a rubberized asphalt adhesive. BlueLinx is proud
to stock a complete line of energy-saving solutions from
Protecto Wrap.
Sheathing: Extremegreen MgO magnesium oxide board is
a high-density structurally reinforced sheathing with Class
1A fire rating. Extremegreen is gypsum and crystalline silica
free, and does not mold or mildew. The product can also be
used for tile backing, sub-flooring, and roofing, and for the
manufacture of structural insulated panels.
Siding: Celect cellular composite siding by Royal offers a
wide range of colors. The sidings available are 7” lap, 4” lap,
Board N Batten, and Cedar Shake. Celect exudes beauty,
and its dual interlocking system makes unsightly seems
disappear. Our GP Vinyl Siding offering is headlined with
Compass siding, which offers a large portfolio of dark colors.
Compass siding offers a deeper shadow line with a 5/8”
panel projection. The Grip Tight locking system and doublethickness nail hem offer a 222-mph wind load. As with all
GP vinyl siding products, it is backed with a limited lifetime
transferrable warranty.
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What Home Envelope products do you sell?
More than a rock! ROCKWOOL insulation is made.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
We are the sole insulation manufacturer in Contractor Rewards,
offering you the opportunity to earn points toward several
items within the Contractor Rewards catalog. For more
information, visit www.contractorrewards.com.

WWW.NRLA.ORG

Isolofoam Group

IN

Contact: Gilles Lemay Email: glemay@isolofoam.com Phone: 800-463-8886 Website: us.isolofoam.com
What Home Envelope products do you sell?
Isolofoam is a leading manufacturer of EPS insulation panels, designed with
unique features for easier and faster installation. Home envelope: IsoClad
XS is an insulation panel laminated to a Tyvek membrane, shiplapped four
sides. Available in heights of 8, 9, and 10 feet to insulate joists, IsoClad XS is
an air barrier/non-vapor barrier that provides a continuous air and weather
barrier envelope. Innovative underslab insulation: iFlexFoam panels moving
during installation is a thing of the past with Iflexfoam’s unique clipping
system and its enhanced flexibility: Keep your panels together and make
concrete pouring faster and easier. Available in different thicknesses to
meet all your project’s requirements.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to your customers?
Isolofoam offers a First Time User Rebate for professional builders and
remodelers who would like to try IsoClad XS and iFlexFoam, and other
innovative products such as Isolofoam HD160, XHD product line and radiant
floor insulation panel IsoRad V2. Differentiate your product offering with our
innovative product line.

When it comes to insulation

Find the most
efficient!

REMARKABLE
INSTALLATION SWIFTNESS
Air barrier/non vapour barrier insulation
panel with a laminated membrane.
 No need to calculate the dew point.
 Continuous insulation and weather
barrier envelope.
 Helps reaching airtightness targets.
No other membrane needed. Easy-to-seal.
 Better air and water tightness:
shiplapped 4 sides.
 A tried-and-tested
product since 1998.

See our
product line on

us.isolofoam.com
WWW.NRLA.ORG
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Family Business

IT WASN’T RAINING WHEN
NOAH BUILT THE ARK:
Prepare for Family Business Quarrels Now
By Mitzi Perdue
There’s no such thing as a family business without conflict. If you Google “family
business feud,” in less than a second, you’ll get roughly 1.2 million hits. And that of
course is the tiniest fraction of the number of family business disputes that do not
show up in the Google search engines.
At their worst, a quarrel in the family business can become a threat to everything
the family business holds dear, including relationships, wealth, and position in the
community. Seventy percent of family-owned businesses won’t make it to the
next generation, and the biggest reason for this sad fact is family quarrels.
Since every family is going to have conflict, the fundamental question is, how do
you deal with these quarrels so that they don’t cause lasting damage?

DEVELOP A COVENANT CULTURE
An answer that has worked for many family
businesses is to create a covenant culture.
Do it long before it’s needed.
In a family business, this means that family
members covenant with each other that while
they have a right to air their disagreements, when
a decision is made, they come together. They
agree ahead of time to close ranks and move on.
Part of a covenant culture is everyone gets to be
heard. Participants agree to listen to all sides, and
to value robust discussion.
Another essential element—possibly the most
important—is a commitment that issues will
be resolved within the group. The reason for
this is that in cases where members of a family
business go to the media or get into litigation to
resolve a conflict, they are likely to unleash an
uncontrollable chain of events that predictably
will endanger the entire family enterprise.
By the time a family business member exposes
a conflict to the press or initiates litigation,
there’s usually no turning back. The chances
of reconciliation are so slim that many family
business professionals will not take on as a client
a family business that has reached this stage.
88
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At this stage, when the family is in litigation
or dueling it out in the press, chances are that
family business is on its way to joining the 70%
of family-run businesses that don’t make it to
the next generation. What’s all important is
preventing conflicts from reaching this stage.
WAYS TO PREVENT OUT-OF-CONTROL
FAMILY BUSINESS CONFLICT
Since conflicts are inevitable, what can members
of a family business do to support having a
culture that commits to keeping quarrels within
the family?
The answer is that the business family needs to
consciously work on developing a culture for
resolving conflict. Culture is “How we do things,”
and if the important work of developing a strong,
supportive culture is left to chance, members of
the family business may never learn key attitudes
that they’ll need to keep disputes from escalating.
Without ways to keep conflicts from escalating, a
covenant culture is not possible.
Developing a positive, family business-friendly
culture requires time together, discussions, and,
above all, role modeling. To prevent disputes
from getting out-of-hand, practice these six
attitudes and techniques.
WWW.NRLA.ORG
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1. Take a moral stand that it’s
wrong to move disagreements
outside the family.
The experience of many thousands of
family businesses shows that once a
family starts down the road of a public
dispute or litigation, the usual end
result is the end of the family business.
Positions harden, reason goes out
the window, and it’s a rarity for any
members of any family business to
change course. The usual end point is
either severe weakening of the business
or its complete destruction. Members of
business families need to know that it is
morally wrong to be the cause of this.
2. Let family members know
that this isn’t just about
their wishes.
Because any public acrimony in a
family business so often leads to the
company’s failing, it threatens the
well-being of innocent bystanders,
including the company’s employees,
stockholders, and lenders, and even
the tax base of the community.
Members of family businesses need
to know they have a responsibility
to large numbers of people beyond
themselves.
3. Emphasize the concept of
“Family First.”
Family businesses are unlike regular
families because in the tug of war
between individualism and being a
member of the group, there needs to
be a different balance. Members of a
family business have a different level
of responsibility because their actions
influence all the stakeholders involved
with the business.
4. Put relationships ahead of ego.
Members of family businesses need
to know that there are times when
they have a choice between getting
their way and having a relationship.
Being a member of a family business
at times means sacrifice, and for the
WWW.NRLA.ORG
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Family Business

business to continue, this can mean
giving up the ego gratification of
getting their way. However, in return
they’ll get something of vastly greater
importance—the chance for the
family legacy to continue and thrive.
5. Compromise is key.
Members of a family business need
to learn to listen to each other, and
they need to avoid the temptation to
“stand on principle.” In the context
of a family business, “standing on
principle” is a synonym for “being
stubborn.” It means, “I’m not going
to listen to you.” It also tends to shut
down discussion because virtue
signaling can shut down the give and
take that’s essential for compromise.
6. Be careful of what is said
in anger.
Angry words can be self-fulfilling, such
as disparaging someone’s competence
or expressing preference for a sibling.
A person may say something in
momentary anger, but the person
hearing what was said may remember
those words for a lifetime. Garbage
can come out of Pandora’s Box that
can’t be stuffed back in again.
Done right, the family and all its benefits
will endure. Done wrong, the family
business blows up. By considering
and practicing these six attitudes and
techniques, you can quell any family
business dissent before it jeopardizes
the health of the company as a whole. LC
ABOUT MITZI PERDUE:
Mitzi Perdue is a celebrated speaker, businesswoman,
and author of How to Make Your Family Business
Last. A cum laude graduate of Harvard University and
holder of an MPA from George Washington University,
Mitzi draws from her direct experiences in two
long-lasting family enterprises to assist businesses in
preparing for lifelong success. She is a past president
of the 35,000-member American Agri-Women, a
former syndicated columnist for Scripps Howard,
and the founder of CERES Farms. For more
information on Mitzi Perdue, please visit www.
MitziPerdue.com.
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Customer Success Story:

Thanks to Spruce Software,
Dealer Replaces Gut Feel and
Guesswork with Hard Data

JOHN NILAND,
INSIDE SALES MANAGER

T

here are plenty of good reasons, if you’re a lumber and building materials dealer, to
use the Spruce business management system from ECi Software Solutions to run your
business. The program was designed for dealers by dealers, and the fact that there are
today over 15,000 users of Spruce software in the industry worldwide speaks for itself.
But over and above the basic features and benefits of the program, there’s also the
added advantage that when you put the power of Spruce to work for your business, you
also gain a valuable partner who’s just as committed as you are to making sure you make
the most of what the software offers.
Just ask John Niland at Woodbury Supply Co. in Woodbury, Conn.
Woodbury Supply made the move to Spruce in January 2016. Potentially, at least, it
could have been a tortuous, high-stress process, with the potential ultimately to end up
causing more problems than it solved.
The company made the change after many years of using
off-the-shelf accounting software to run the business. It was
a generic program that required extensive double-data-entry
and offered no features or functionality specifically designed
to meet the special needs of a building materials operation.
But the Woodbury Supply team were used to the old
program and many of them, particularly long-time associates,
viewed the change with something less than totally
unrestrained enthusiasm.
Fortunately, the training and technical support team
at Spruce have handled more than their fair share of system
conversions, and they put a plan in place to ensure things
went smoothly, both from a technical perspective and for
the people involved.
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“One of Spruce’s business
systems analysts spent
a week onsite with us and
analyzed how we were
doing things so that she
could adapt her role to
meet our particular needs
rather than doing some
one-size-fits-all,
generic training.”

“Janet Ward, one of Spruce’s business systems analysts,
spent a week onsite with us and analyzed how we were doing
things so that she could adapt her role to meet our particular
needs rather than doing some one-size-fits-all, generic
training,” recalled Niland. “She made a point of getting into the
details of our processes and really making sure she understood
our business.”
When Woodbury was ready to go live, Ward came back
again and spent another week with the team onsite to make
sure they got off to a good start with the software.
“Janet did a very good job of getting us ready,” Niland
said. “It was obvious she knows the software very well and was
able to answer all the questions we had. She also was able to
help us adapt the software to our procedures, and that was
WWW.NRLA.ORG

THE TRUSTED SOLUTION

FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS
Spruce® software was originally founded by a group of lumber and building
materials dealers, and was designed specifically for the needs of this industry.
Spruce’s point of sale and business management solution will reduce your
costs, simplify your processes, and help you grow.

SEE WHY SPRUCE IS THE SOFTWARE THAT LBM DEALERS TRUST.
“We wanted an industry-specific, lumber-based software program and when we started
looking at what was out there, it became clear very quickly that Spruce was the logical choice.”
–Melody Drnach, Liberty Cedar

www.ECiSolutions.com/Spruce

SpruceInfo@ECiSolutions.com

a big plus.”
Just as important as software tweaks, though, was her
ability to adjust her training style to help the Woodbury Supply
team reach a comfort level with the program quickly.
“Some of our people are not particularly tech-savvy, but
our Spruce trainer did a very good job of adjusting for that and
giving them the time and attention they needed,” Niland
explained. “It could have been a source of real problems, but
Janet handled it well. She was very good at dealing with the
different personalities in our organization and bringing them
along at their own speed.”
Less than six months after Woodbury Supply went live, the
features and functionality of Spruce are already bringing new
levels of efficiency and productivity to the business.
The days of duplicate data entry are gone, and work that
sometimes used to take hours now gets done with just a few
keystrokes and mouse clicks. “We have totally changed the
way we do business as far as our back office is concerned, and
things are so much better,” Niland reported.
“Spruce has given us a much better handle on our business
and how we’re doing in real-time,” he said. “Before we switched
to Spruce, we ran the business on gut instinct and partial
insights rather than hard data. Now, so much more information
is available to us.”
And, he added, access to information is available companywide in a way that it wasn’t before. “With Spruce, we now have
WWW.NRLA.ORG
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an electronic filing cabinet, and it’s so much easier to look up
documents like old invoices or orders,” he explained. “Not only
can everyone in the company find things when they need to
quickly and easily, Spruce is also helping us cut down on our
paper use in general.”
In addition to its building materials business, Woodbury
Supply operates a custom mill shop and, says Niland, the
company is managing that side of the business far more
effectively than before thanks to Spruce.
“Spruce allows us to track our costs and time in the mill
shop so much better,” he said happily. The Woodbury Supply
team is also managing inventory a lot more efficiently since
moving to Spruce. “We never had live inventory of stock items
before Spruce, but we do now,” Niland explained.
For John Niland and the rest of the Woodbury Supply
team, there’s a new confidence about how they’re running the
company since they went live with Spruce. Decisions are being
made on the basis of real-time data rather than guesswork and
gut feel.
While they’re still relatively new to the program and
learning more about its features and functionality every day,
there’s one key thing they know already: With Spruce they’ve got
a solid platform to keep the business running smoothly, backed
by a veteran training and technical support team that will be
with them as they move forward every step of the way. LC
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Businesses Should Consider
Federal Tax Code Changes
By Ben Gann
Vice President
of legislative &
political affairs,
NLBMDA
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President Trump signed the Tax Cut and Jobs Act
into law, delivering on a campaign promise and
making major changes to the federal tax code for
the first time in 31 years. This historic legislative
accomplishment is causing businesses to reevaluate
their operations and make sure they are prepared for
the present and future.
The new tax law lowers the income tax rate
for all C corporations to 21 percent starting in 2018.
In addition, the alternative minimum tax (AMT) for
corporations has been permanently repealed.
There is also good news for businesses
structured as pass-through entities such as LLCs,
partnerships, and S Corporations. While passthrough businesses are still taxed at individual
income tax rates, the new law establishes a 20%
deduction. Keep in mind that pass-through
businesses will also benefit from the lowering
of individual income tax rates.
As businesses consider capital investments for
their operations, they should note the changes made
to bonus depreciation and Section 179. Accelerated
bonus depreciation applies through 2022, allowing
full and immediate expensing of short-lived capital
investments. It phases out between 2023 and 2027
and returns to the old law in 2028.
In an important change to bonus depreciation,
the tax incentive applies both to new equipment
placed in service or used equipment purchased and
placed in service. Previously, bonus depreciation only
applied to new equipment placed in service.
Businesses choosing the Section 179 will
also benefit. The new law raises the Section 179
deduction to $1 million with a phase-out starting
at $2.5 million. It also expands the tax incentive
to include improvements made to existing
nonresidential real property, including roofs, heating,
and air-conditioning.
Small family-owned business will continue
to have estate tax relief. The new law doubles the
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exemption levels ($11.2 million for individuals,
$22.4 million for couples), indexes for inflation, and
maintains stepped-up basis. Congress will need to
act in the future to preserve the changes as it expires
at the end of 2025 and returns to the prior law.
Many businesses, including some lumber
dealers, issued one-time bonuses to their employees
as part of the new tax law. Moreover, employees
should be seeing a small increase in their take-home
pay following the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
publishing new withholding tables in January.
NLBMDA fought hard to preserve the mortgage
interest deduction. The deduction cap has been
reduced from $1 million to $750,000 but still applies
for second homes. A separate $100,000 home
equity loan interest deduction has been eliminated;
however, homeowners can still deduct the interest
paid on a home equity loan as part of the mortgage
interest deduction if it is used to make improvements
to a first or second home.
The SALT deduction has been capped at
$10,000. It applies to state and local property tax
and either state and local sales tax or state and
local income tax. NLBMDA opposed changes to the
SALT deduction as it could make it more difficult for
employers in high-cost areas of the country to attract
and retain employees.
Changes to the individual AMT may help
alleviate some of the tax burdens for individuals
living in areas where cost-of-living is higher.
Exemption levels have been raised to $70,300 for
individual filers and $109,400 for married filers.
The phase-out has also been raised to $500,000
for individuals, $1 million for couples, and indexed
for inflation.
Dealers should carefully evaluate their business
operations, and if necessary, work with a tax
professional of their choice to ensure that they
can take full advantage of changes to the federal
tax code. LC
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n 1917, the Lumber Co-operator published an article from
J.H. Cooke of Houston urging lumberyards to try “well
thought out” advertising. Since then, opportunities for
brands to cross-promote with retailers have skyrocketed.
Many of these opportunities now take shape in the form of
co-op advertising.
Co-op advertising is offered to retailers by many
manufacturers to create brand name awareness with local
customers. Estimates indicate that nearly $70 billion is allocated
annually to fund co-op advertising programs in the U.S.
However, recent studies suggest that roughly half of co-op
advertising goes unused.
According to the Local Search Association, some of the
most common reasons businesses lose out on co-op advertising
include not knowing what’s available, the inability to track and
submit for funds, being unable to comply with brand standards,
and finding co-op advertising too rigid to fill local needs.
In a recent NRLA survey, 22% of retail members listed
securing co-op dollars from vendors as one of their most
significant marketing challenges. To make co-op advertising
adoption more appealing, GAF, a roofing manufacturer in North
America, has a simple program where retailers can bank co-op
dollars with every GAF purchase.
Retailers have several two-step choices to buy GAF
products. By submitting copies of their receipts to GAF, retailers
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By Rob Totaro
can receive up to $7,500 per store location in co-op advertising.
For a retailer offering multiple lines of roofing, “we offer them
three-quarters of a percent back in co-op funds for every piece
of GAF they buy, whether it’s shingles or accessories or anything
that’s labeled by GAF,” explained Ralph Finizio, senior territory
sales manager at GAF. “We build a little bank for them that
they can use for advertising to help a local contractor, to build
a display, for a golf outing, or for any activity, as long as it’s
predominantly featuring GAF in the promotion.”
While surveys show co-op advertising is still being spent
primarily on newspaper and traditional advertising media, many
programs, like GAF’s, allow for more creative or digital uses.
Finizio, who encourages retailers to work with their contractors
to make their business more successful, has used co-op money
to wrap contractor trucks with the GAF logo, promote the
company on carpenter pencils, as well as invest in a host of
wearables that are available through GAF’s storefront.
“We have some dealers who have been very aggressive
using the money for buckets, newspaper ads, and all kinds of
things. We just reimbursed a retailer for some digital online
marketing,” said Finizio.
No matter how large or small your business, co-op funds
can be an excellent way to partner with your vendors to increase
your advertising budget, reach new customers, and drive more
customers to your yard. LC
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You r
Brand
For
The warm change in
temperature brings
great opportunities
to brand this season!
By
Mike Petrocelli
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on’t you feel like a bear emerging from hibernation
this time of year? Even if you partake in outdoor winter
activities, there’s a sense of renewal and the urge to get
outside! Business also picks up to an insane level, and the
Northeast comes alive! It’s a welcomed time of year!
In our industry, it’s also the best time to get your company logo out
there and seize the best opportunity to SWAG your brand! What does that
mean? Swag is the relatively new term for items that bear your company
logo and create a buzz with your audience. The promotional ad-specialty
industry brings your brand, literally, into the life of the recipient. This
advertising medium has the best ROI and remains in the hands of the
recipients for months, if not years, and this time of year brings the most
powerful and inexpensive ways to use them!
After a long drawn-out winter like this year, these imprinted items
enhance the season as they can align fun and innovation along with
themes and events. (And always remember to coordinate with your best
suppliers for co-op dollars to help advertise and defray the cost!)

Let ’s take a look at how 5 speci fic
categories can work for you.
By looking at these items in categories, you can budget and plan specific
strategies where your prospects and customers align.
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T-SHIRTS AND LIGHTWEIGHT APPAREL:
The stars of the show! Don’t always settle for the least expensive
versions! There are so many options these days that it allows you
to be very specific and creative with your wearable strategies.
There are exciting ways to wake up your brand from its “long
Winter’s nap!” Lighter apparel tends to be less expensive due
to the obvious lighter weight and fabrics, and therefore give
you more branding power for your money. If you’re looking at
your advertising and co-op dollars, this is a great time to get the
biggest bang for your buck! It doesn’t take much to outfit your
best customers in co-branded apparel items that get your logo
all over town!
1. 6.1 oz. 100% cotton: Every major brand has a version
of this blend and weight. They are the standard, and
the highest volume used, so they tend to be the
least expensive.
2. 5.6 oz. 50/50% cotton/poly blend: A blend is the
best of both worlds; cotton for comfort and polyester
for stability and color sustainability, as well as moisturewicking performance.
3. Retail look and feel—60/40% cotton polyester
blend: “Your favorite T-shirt” this shirt will be a
go-to option for comfort and look, and can set
you apart from the usual.
4. U.S. made 100% cotton: Vintage Heavyweight “REAL
HEAVY!” This shirt is the workhorse for the industry.
5. Performance/moisture wicking 100% polyester:
For hot summer days.
T-shirts are a major fashion icon right now, and if you follow
some of the top retail trends there’s a return to vintage and
authentic looks and rekindling old retro ad styles and bands
from the ’80s and earlier. Take a look at your company history
and consider a retro logo from your past and create a T-shirt
campaign to rekindle that authentic feel! It could become an
iconic rebranding and create your buzz throughout your area.
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HYDRATION:
With the warm weather approaching it’s a great time to promote
a segment of good health and a great way to do that is to
brand a simple “hydration for good health,” campaign that
can encourage goodwill and keep your and your customer’s
employees from overheating. From inexpensive bottled water
with your info on the bottles to name-brand drinkware like
Camelbak, H2Go, Contigo, and Nalgene, you can keep your
brand in front of people as you promote health and hydration
this summer. Co-brand with co-op dollars to help defray the cost,
and you’ll keep the positive vibes flowing!
1. Bottled water: Brand your own spring water to give
out at job sites with company info on the label.
2. Bike bottles: Aren’t just for bikes! Inexpensive bottles
with multiple imprint areas for short money.
3. Contigo brand: Nice water bottle for the long haul to
stay hydrated all spring and summer!

These 5 categories

are the beginnings

of the many themes
you can align
with as the

seasons change!
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along the way. Here are some great options to get your brand
on the links!

COOKOUTS AND OUTDOOR EVENTS:

1. Golf balls: They always need them, and your logo
advertises even when they’re lost.
2. Golf tee packs: Great giveaways for goody bags.
3. Golf towel: Co-Brand for your foursome or the
entire group.
4. Goody bags: Bags that hold the donated items.
Bags have a lot of space to print on.
5. Divot tools and ball markers: From inexpensive to
high-end, these are necessities for the game.

Where do your prospects and customers hang out this summer?
If you could pick one significant area, it would be around their
grills and backyards. Most people will grace the backyard and
throw some meat on a grill at home, camping, or on vacation.
There are numerous ways to get your brand in their backyards
and in the middle of fun.
1. Grilling aprons: These helpful covers can save
your clothes and pocket your accessories.
2. Spatulas: Either simple imprint or custom lasercut metal logos to adorn these necessities!
3. Lunch coolers and large beverage coolers:
All shapes and sizes to keep it cool.
4. Mitts for hot grills: Save their hands from
sizzling mishaps.
5. Bottle openers: Be the one with the quickdraw opener.
6. Beach balls: Cure idle family time, and maybe they
make their way to the ball game!

GOLF TOURNAMENTS:
One of the best ways to nurture a business relationship is on
the golf course! After all, you have a captive audience for 4 to
6 hours depending on the pace of your round. If you play well
maybe you can carry your foursome, or if not, maybe you get
some tips from your fellow golfers. Either way, it’s a way to work
with others and develop a friendship that can turn into business
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FISHING:
Fishing is another area that tends to get overlooked. Many yards
and groups take part in small and large charter fishing groups
or derbies. It’s a great way to bond with friends and even put
your logo on the lucky lure that could catch the notorious “BIG
ONE!” From fishing lures to towels to light outerwear for chilly
mornings, there are many ways to brand the experience. Fishing
can also align with a sales theme like “Fishing for new business”
or “Don’t let that big sale get away!”.
1. Fishing lures: If they catch the Big One with your
branded lure they’ll never forget you!
2. Bobber: Bobbers stick around and are inexpensive but
have a nice imprint area to keep you on top!
3. Fishing shirt: If chartering a small fishing expedition,
a nice embroidered fishing shirt is an excellent gift!
Co-brandable.
4. Fishing hats: Protect yourself from the sun with hats of
many styles. Co-brandable.
The creativity never ends with so many more ways to promote
your brand during the emerging warmer days. These five
categories are the beginnings of the many themes you can align
with as the seasons change. These items let you spruce up your
image and goodwill to your employees and customers, and
they can be fun to orchestrate and participate in as you see the
gratitude of the recipients! Make it a fun summer! LC
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Is GE -FENCING
a Good Fit for
Your Marketing Plan?
By Jake Dumesnil

It may feel like marketing your business has become more
complex in recent years. The way consumers receive
information has changed dramatically and as an advertiser,
your message has to stand out from the clutter. Marketing
plans need to reach consumers on every connected device,
both in and out of the home, and all for good reason.
According to comScore, two out of every three minutes
spent online is on a mobile device, which means your
consumers are a constantly moving target. Keeping that in
mind, your goal is to capture a defined audience and deliver a
short but memorable message, hopefully causing the person to
act. While this may sound like a tall task, it is becoming easier to
consistently hit that target.
The evolution of technology has created an abundance of
choice, especially in the world of digital marketing. One digital
product in particular that always receives the most buzz, but
also tends to cause the most confusion, is geo-fencing.
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In general, geo-fencing is the use of GPS technology (latitude/longitude) to
create a virtual boundary around an area. When a person enters or leaves that area,
the system triggers a response on the user’s mobile device. For a marketer, that
response is the delivery of your display ad (a/k/a banner ad) to the user’s mobile
phone in the form of an in-app advertisement. While there are distinct advantages
of geo-fencing, it is important to understand this technology is not the marketing
equivalent of a silver bullet.
First, let’s review some of the clear advantages of geo-fencing:
• Ability to deliver your ad to smartphone users in a very specific geography
(remember the “two out of every three minutes” stat)
• Opportunity to present a relevant offer to a targeted consumer in real time
• Offers additional targeting capabilities in combination with your standard display
ad campaign
Every technology has limitations, and geo-fencing has some drawbacks to consider:
• The mobile phone’s location services must be turned on
• The user needs to be using an app in order to receive the ad
• There is waste. For example, if you target a specific store, the employees may
receive your ad.
It is also important to know that all geo-fencing products are not created equal.
Ask about the logistics behind the digital product, including:
• How accurate is it? Does it use GPS technology?
• How specific is the radius around my targeted location?
• What data is included in the campaign reports?
Accuracy is key with location-based marketing. GPS targeting using the coordinates of the
mobile device ID ensures the impressions are actually delivered within the target area. In
addition, the ability to see where your impressions are being served is a valuable metric in
your monthly reports. Simply knowing the impressions were delivered is no longer good
enough as every dollar counts when determining your overall ROI.
Depending on your marketing partner, their geo-fencing product may also have the
ability to add a retargeting feature known as “geo-recency.” Using the same geo-fencing
strategy to start, your message is delivered to a smartphone user after they have visited a
targeted area. Once that person leaves, additional impressions are delivered within a 10mile radius of your target over a 30-day period. Geo-recency usually includes a frequency
cap so your audience isn’t bombarded with ads, but the ability to stay top of mind with
these customers is a valuable addition to your digital marketing campaign.
Like with any successful marketing plan, you start by setting goals and expectations.
Based on those factors, you determine which digital marketing products will provide the
best results. In some cases, video makes the most sense and in others, a high-frequency
display campaign may drive the most traffic. For the average advertiser, it would be
difficult to move the needle with a standalone geo-fencing campaign. But, when geofencing is integrated as a layer in your marketing strategy, you’ll find much more success
in not only hitting that target, but converting them into return customers. LC

Jake Dumesnil is the digital sales manager for Spectrum Reach in Albany, N.Y. Jake has a spent his entire career in
the marketing industry, both as an in-house marketing professional and on the client side, as a marketing agency
executive. In his spare time, you can find him either at home with his wife and two young sons, or working on a
renovation project at one of his rental properties.
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5

TIPS

for Building a
SAFETY CULTURE
in Your Workplace
By Sarah Pluck

Whether your employees
work in an office, at a customer’s location, or on a factory floor,
their safety is your top priority. One of the best ways to create a
safe and healthy working environment is to build and maintain
a workforce culture that reflects your values. That way, everyone can
work together to prevent accidents and illnesses, while furthering
the company’s mission with confidence and peace of mind.
Here are tips to help you connect the dots between
employee safety and company culture and engage
your workforce in shaping a winning
work environment.
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LOOK AT THE BIG PICTURE

Safety is a challenge for every company—risks are around every
corner, from winter storms to driver safety to tripping hazards.
Fortunately, everyone can be part of the solution and share the
responsibility for meeting safety goals. From the top-down,
every person in your organization can participate in safety and
wellness programs, practice safe behaviors, look out for coworkers and customers, and more, depending on your company’s
unique risk profile.
This “we’re in this together” attitude is especially important to
consider as you work on building your company culture. Prioritizing safety—and, essentially, putting measures in place to protect
employees—demonstrates your commitment to health, wellness,
and employee satisfaction. These are important values that most
people look for in an employer and, more specifically, a workplace
culture. So, keep in mind that a strong safety culture contributes
to more positive outcomes as well as an attractive employer value
proposition. And both can help your business succeed.

2

START AT THE TOP

Among OSHA’s recommended practices for designing and
administering company health programs is enlisting management
leadership. They suggest that managers at all levels:
• Make safety and health a core organizational value
• Establish safety and health goals and objectives
• Set program expectations and responsibilities
• Provide adequate resources and support for the program
When top management, in particular, demonstrates that
continuous improvement in safety and health matters to the
company, safety becomes part of the company’s mission—even
if it’s not expressly written in the mission statement.
PUT SAFETY MESSAGING
FRONT AND CENTER
While executives and managers are sharing program news
and helping employees understand their individual roles and
responsibilities, employees also need to see the company’s
safety commitment in front of them—as part of their daily
workflows. Your company’s safety programs need to be visible
in the environment. That means that safety communications,
from posters hung around the workspace to email campaigns,
should be designed to build awareness, reinforce key messages,
and encourage engagement in safety initiatives. And it’s never
a bad idea to insert some culture-motivating “what’s in it for
me” messaging, so as to actively promote any safety program
benefits, activities or contests.

3
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ENABLE TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION

How do employees carry out their personal commitment to
safety? How do they participate in health and safety initiatives?
It’s their safety program—and it’s their culture. Provide workers
with various ways to bring ideas and concerns to their managers
or company safety leads. Maybe it makes sense to hold weekly
team-based safety meetings or schedule a monthly safety
webinar for the entire company. No matter what route you take,
make it easy for employees to set personal goals, support team
goals, report accidents or near-misses, and correct their behavior
for the greater good, without fear of retaliation.
An insightful Business Insurance article highlights the value
of engaging employees on an emotional level to prevent safety
risks. By engaging their emotions, employees feel more invested
in the business and its safety practices. They’ll have less “tunnel
vision” where they only look at their role and will ask more
questions that can help avoid safety issues. The article points out
that, “Members of an engaged workforce are 50% less likely to
have workplace injuries, according to research from Washingtonbased Gallup Inc.”

5

PROVIDE ONGOING TRAINING
Not only do trainings help hold everybody accountable for their
safety roles, but they get employees together as a team to learn
and practice new skills. Educational programs, even if they’re
conducted online or remotely, are wonderful opportunities to
build culture. They get participants out of the daily routine and
can easily incorporate lunch, guest speakers, or other interesting
components related to your specific safety and wellness
program. And since you’re providing training on a regular basis,
safety stays top of mind. What’s more, your workforce can look
forward to “next time” they are able to engage with coworkers
around safety topics.
In many states, a safety committee is required. The
committee must be made up of managers and workers, must
meet quarterly, and meeting minutes need to be taken and hung
in an area where everyone can view them. For employers with
over 15 employees, the New Hampshire Department of Labor,
requires having a “working joint loss management committee
composed of equal numbers of employer and employee
representatives or more employee representatives.” This brings
workers and managers together in a cooperative effort to
promote workplace health and safety. They establish health and
safety programs, identify necessary training for employees, and
create accountability for safety in different parts of the business
to encourage a safer workplace for everyone. LC

Acadia Insurance is pleased to share this material with its customers. Please note, however, that nothing in this document should be construed as legal advice or the provision
of professional consulting services. This material is for general informational purposes only, and while reasonable care has been utilized in compiling this information, no
warranty or representation is made as to accuracy or completeness.
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WHY A

24-HOUR
CREDIT
APPROVAL
ISN’T

FAST ENOUGH
By Sarah Faat

S

uccess is no longer just the absence of problems.

credit applications. Customers faced with a laborious credit

Sure, customers expect you to have the product

application process that requires printing out a form, sending

they need, have it delivered promptly, have the

it in, and waiting more than a day to hear back are likely to

order be accurately fulfilled, and be billed without

search for a supplier with a more streamlined process. That

error. However, in the world where Amazon has set

means you could be losing customers—even if you provide a

the standard for convenience and speed, saving customers’ time

24-hour turnaround on their application. It’s no wonder that

will earn you a competitive advantage—for both your online

according to Credit Today’s recent benchmarking survey on

and off-line customers.

process automation, the highest priority item to automate

This new reality means that businesses must pay particular
attention to one of their first points of contact with customers:
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wasn’t month-end reporting and KPI dashboards, or even credit
monitoring. It was automation of the credit application process.
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TOOL BOX

SLOW AND SUBJECTIVE
Consider the inefficiency involved in manually processing a

|

Finance

• Reduced friction between the credit and sales

departments. An automated process means that both

paper credit application. The customer fills out the form by hand

credit and sales have access to customer applications, and

and sends it to the credit department, where someone contacts

the decisions are consistent and validated, preventing

a credit bureau, checks references, and—using criteria that

any delays or biases created by sales pressure. Both

differs from business to business and may not accurately reflect

teams have worked together to build a credit model

creditworthiness—takes anywhere from a few hours to a few weeks

that balances risk with new sales growth, and have full

to decide whether to grant the applicant credit and how much.

visibility into the status of all decisions.

This process runs the risk that customers won’t fill out their
applications correctly or completely—meaning your staff has to

• Stronger focus on high-risk accounts. With so many

inefficiencies eliminated, your credit staff can devote

make follow-up calls that further delay the processing and final

more attention to the minority of accounts that qualify

credit decision. As a result, it takes much longer for customers to

as high risk. When these accounts are properly evaluated,

actually start clicking the order button.

cases of costly delinquency decrease.

FAST AND STANDARDIZED

Integrated Application Decisioning

Automated applications streamline the process and improve the
experience for both you and your customers. First, customers

Forecasts

(or your sales team, for your offline customers) fill out an online

Likelihood of severe delinquency
Likelihood of charge-offs

form that eliminates the chance of incomplete applications.
Using criteria proven to predict an applicant’s true risk, each

New Customer
Applications

application is evaluated for the likelihood of severe delinquency

Web/Paper/Phone

Evaluates
Risk category
Line size

or charge-offs and placed in the appropriate risk category. Then
customers get an instant credit decision with an immediately

Customizes

available credit line. If you have customers that buy online from

By program or brand

you today, they can even start purchasing what they need in the
same session.

INTEGRATED APPLICATION DECISIONING

Judgmental
Decisioning

Instant
Decision

One-day turnaround

The benefits of automated applications and instant credit approvals
to the customer are clear: more speed and greater convenience. But
the benefits to your business are just as important:

• More sales. We’ve helped companies achieve an instant
credit decision on up to 90% of their online credit
applications, allowing for faster approvals and an
immediate ability to purchase.

•

Lower costs. Automated processes require less manpower,
and that quickly translates into lower costs. Manually

THE BOTTOM LINE:
Automating your credit application, approval, and monitoring
systems could make the difference between attracting customers
and losing them to your competitors. Not only that, you’ll lower
costs, reduce the risk of delinquency and charge-offs, and free
your staff to focus on higher-value work—ultimately driving
more revenue and increasing your bottom line. LC

processing a few hundred applications a month can
require two full-time staff—who could be freed up for
higher-value work.

WWW.NRLA.ORG

Sarah Faatz is director of credit at BlueTarp Financial, a leading
provider of B2B credit management services to the building
supply industry.
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State & Local Happenings

NNYLDA Product College
The Northern New York Lumber Dealers Association
(NNYLDA) held a two-day Product College on March 7 and
8 at Canton’s Best Western University Inn and Watertown
Ramada Inn and Conference Center, respectively. Twentyfive attendees from 11 retail member companies rotated
through the classes put on by nine sponsoring vendors in
the NNYLDA territory. It was a well-reviewed event where
members’ employees attended the AIA-like seminars. LC

WNYLDA Code Seminar
The Western New York Lumber Dealers Association (WNYLDA)
held an NYS Building and Energy Code Class on January 24
at The Genesee River Restaurant and Reception Center. NYS
code officials presented building codes in the morning while
Mike Duval from Huber Engineered Woods presented on the
energy code following lunch. Ten member companies sent 45
employees and contractors to the full-day class to learn about
the changes in the codes. LC
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State & Local Happenings

VRLDA Announces
2018 Legislative Priorities

T

he Vermont Retail Lumber Dealers Association (VRLDA)
announced its 2018 legislative priorities during its annual
Lobby Day at the Capitol Plaza, on April 4. RLDAM’s three
priorities include exempting materialmen from retainage and
reducing regulatory burdens and mandates.
EXEMPTING MATERIALMEN FROM RETAINAGE
“Our members provide materials to private and publicly funded
building projects, including roads, bridges, hospitals, and other
projects,” said Josh Druke, chair of VRLDA’s legislative committee.
“Retainage is being used in a greater number of construction
projects, placing more of a burden on independently owned and
operated building material dealers.”
Retainage represents a pre-approved amount of a contract
that is withheld until the work is substantially complete in order
to ensure that the contractor or subcontractor will satisfy its
obligations to the project.
Druke explained, “When lumber and building material dealers
deliver a product, this represents the completion of our contract
and as materialmen; we should be exempt from retainage.”

for provisions for seasonal or temporary employees as well as
include provisions for a youth and training wage to allow small
businesses to hire new employees and train them without
shouldering such a financial burden.”
Roughly 90% of Vermont employers have 20 or fewer
employees, and those employers are responsible for over 30%
of private sector jobs and wages. LC

REDUCING REGULATORY BURDENS
Small businesses face numerous challenges that they must deal with
every day. The constant imposition of new regulations is forcing
these businesses to spend more time and money on compliance
instead of being able to grow their businesses, hire more employees,
and provide more for the local and state economy.
Jeff Keller, NRLA’s director legislative affairs, explained,
“Many of the new regulations have layers of reporting and
compliance included in them, even though it often covers a
benefit that these businesses already provide to recruit quality
workers. While the benefit hasn’t changed, the amount of time
and cost required to comply with that offering still increases.
These factors need to be considered before the legislature
enacts more laws that include extensive regulatory compliance.”
THE IMPACT OF MANDATES
Small businesses play a vital role in the success of Vermont;
therefore, VRLDA asks that legislators consider the impacts that
repealing the small business exemption and expanding paid
leave as well as an across-the-board increase to minimum wage
would have on these small businesses.
“While most VRLDA members already pay their employees
well above the minimum wage, a dramatic increase such as
this would drive up costs across the board and discourage the
hiring and training of new employees,” said Keller. “Any increase
in the minimum wage should take into consideration the need
WWW.NRLA.ORG
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driver safety training, successfully navigating a DOT inspection,
properly registering vehicles, and special requirements for boom
trucks and truck-mounted forklifts.
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its 2018 sponsors for subsidizing the costs of
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the seminar and
board members Joe Begnoche and Tom Glauber
for their efforts on this timely, well-received education topic. LC
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The Mid-Hudson Lumber Dealers Association (MHLDA) held a
dinner seminar on March 13 in Fishkill, N.Y. There were more than
60 attendees who participated for the Motor Carrier Safety &
Compliance presentation.
Speaker Cliff Zubrycki, supervisor with the New York State
DOT discussed various topics, including load securement,
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Pictured above: Attendees at the Motor Carrier Safety & Compliance seminar. Speaker Cliff Zubrycki, NYS Poughkeepsie DOT.
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IT’S MORE THAN WOOD.
IT’S THE MATERIAL YOU
BUILT A BUSINESS WITH.

Lumber is an industry fraught with risks, both natural and manmade. You need an insurance company that
understands that. Not just from an insurer’s perspective, but from yours. Acadia Insurance. We’re closer to your
business. And to you. With specialists in your neighborhood ready to serve you 24/7. Call your local agent for
more information on NRLA program options. Visit acadiainsurance.com Closer Coverage.

Maine

•

Connecticut

Massachusetts

•

•

New Hampshire

New York

•

Vermont

Products and services are provided by one or more insurance company subsidiaries of W. R. Berkley Corporation.
Not all products and services are available in every jurisdiction, and the precise coverage afforded by any insurer
is subject to applicable underwriting guidelines and the actual terms and conditions of the policies as issued.
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State & Local Happenings

RLDAM Legislative Breakfast
Retail Lumber Dealers Association of
Maine (RLDAM) held its annual legislative
breakfast on March 29 at the Maine State
House. RLDAM members urged the 24
legislators in attendance to support
legislation that reforms the state’s direct
initiatives process, standardizes and
simplifies substance use policies and
testing, and establishes a training and
youth wage.
“The legislature exists for the purpose
of creating laws, and more importantly,
having public hearings to address the
concerns and technicalities of proposals;
direct initiatives circumvent this process,”
stated Rod Wiles, chair of RLDAM’s
Legislative Committee. “The unintended
consequences of passing marijuana
legalization through a ballot initiative in
2016 are now being felt by the legislature
and employers across the state.”
RLDAM took the opportunity to
pressure the Maine legislature on the
direct initiatives process and marijuana
legalization in hopes they will take
action sooner than later. Ashley Ranslow,
NRLA’s manager of government affairs
said, “The legalization of marijuana has
unintentionally complicated substance
use policies and testing for small
business whose employees work in
safety-sensitive positions.”
The breakfast was a great success
again this year with legislators learning
more about the industry, association,
and their local, independent lumber and
building materials businesses.
RLDAM has 103 member locations
and represents independent lumber and
building material dealers, manufacturers,
wholesalers, distributors, and other
associated businesses in the state of
Maine. The lumber and building materials
industry employs nearly 23,000 Maine
residents and has an annual payroll of
$931 million. LC
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Associate Members

SUPPORT THOSE ASSOCIATE MEMBERS WHO SUPPORT US
MANUFACTURERS

Advanced Building Products
Alexandria Moulding
Allura
All-Time Manufacturing Co. Inc.
American Original Building Products, LLC
Andersen Windows, Inc.
Atlantis Rail Systems
B.B.&S. Treated Lumber of New England
Benjamin Obdyke Inc.
Boral
Boro Sawmill & Timber Co., Inc.
Cellwood
CertainTeed Corporation
Deckwise, the Ipe Clip Fastener Co., Inc.
Derby Building Products
Digger Specialties, Inc.
Doormerica
Duchesne Et Fils Ltee
Durgin and Crowell Lumber Co.
EuroTec GmbH
Fabco Building Component Fabricators
Fontrick Door, Inc.
GAF Materials Corp.
GCP Applied Technologies
Glenview Doors
GPI Millworks
HB&G Building Products
Hohmann & Barnard, Inc.
Huber Engineered Woods, LLC
Huttig Building Products
Ideal Concrete Block Company
IKO Sales
Industrial Pallet, LLC
Interfor
Intex Millwork Solutions
Isolofoam
JELD-WEN Windows and Doors
Johns Manville
Kasson & Keller, Inc.
Kohltech Windows and Entrance Systems
Koppers Performance Chemicals, Inc.
KVAL, Inc.
L.J. Smith Inc.
Lincoln Windows
Lonza Wood Protection
Louisiana-Pacific Corp.
Maine Wood Treaters, Inc.
Makita USA
Marvin Windows and Doors
Mathews Brothers Co.
MoistureShield Composite Decking
Monadnock Millwork
National Vinyl LLC
Neuma Doors
NewTechWood, Ltd.
NextGen Building Components
Nordic Structures Inc.
Northeast Treaters, Inc.
OMG, Inc. DBA FastenMaster
The Original Lincoln Logs
Palram Americas Inc.
Patwin Plastics
PDJ Components, Inc.
Phoenix Manufacturing Inc.
Pollard Windows, Inc.
PPG Machine Applied Coatings
Quikrete - Boston
Regal Ideas Inc.
Robbins Lumber Co., Inc.
Rogue Valley Door
Roseburg Forest Products
Royal Building Products
Simpson Door Co.
Simpson Strong-Tie, Inc.
Stergis Aluminum Products Corp.
Synergy Wood Products, Inc.

WWW.NRLA.ORG

Therma-Tru Corporation
Timberlane Inc.
Trim Solutions, LLC
United States Gypsum Co.
Universal Forest Products
Upstate Door, Inc.
Upstate Doors/Structural Wood Corp.
USP Structural Connectors
Viance, LLC
Vista Railing Systems
The Waldun Group
Weaber, Inc.
Windsor Mill
Woodgrain Millwork
WorkSafeWorkSmart.com, LLC

MANUFACTURER’S
REPRESENTATIVES
Component Sales & Marketing
Eastway Associates, Ltd.
Elite Sales & Marketing
Ideal Roofing
Karden Associates
Kelley Marketing Specialist, LLC
KPF Corporation
L. Thibeault & Associates
Lamb & Ritchie
Marquis Sales & Marketing
Mullen Sales, Inc.
Newbury Sales Group
Northeast Marketing Associates, LLC
Preferred Marketing Associates, Inc.
Pro Mark
Sales Professionals, Inc.

SERVICES

Acadia Insurance Company
ADP
Ahrens, Fuller, St. John & Vincent
Alampi & Associates Management Corp.
AmTrust North America
Associates Management Corp.
Association Master Trust
Beltz Ianni & Associates, LLC
Berkley Mid-Atlantic Group
BIK Hydraulics
BlueTarp Financial, Inc.
Builders Association of Greater Boston
BuilderWire, Inc.
Building Leaders, Inc.
BuildPay, LLC
Brodie Toyota-Lift
Cadsoft Corporation
Capital Driver Leasing
Central Maine & Quebec Railway
Cohenno, Inc.
Combilift USA, LLC
Conover Beyer Associates
D.C. Bates Equipment Co., Inc.
DeSanctis Insurance Agency
DMSi
Eastern Insurance Group, LLC
Epicor Software Corp.
Eugenie Door Solutions
Federated Insurance
Garden State Engine & Equip. Co., Inc.
Gilroy, Kernan & Gilroy Insurance
Grassi & Co.
GreenSky, LLC
Harry L. Folsom Club
Harter, Secrest & Emery LLP
HIAB USA, Inc.
Home Builders and Remodelers Association
of Western MA

Insurance Alliance of Central PA, Inc.
Jackson Lewis, LLP
Kerridge CS
Kirkland Albrecht & Fredrickson, LLC
Krauter Auto-Stak
LCS&Z, LLP
Lovell Safety Management Co., LLC
Lumber Contacts, Inc.
Macpage, LLC
Majure Data Inc.
Member Insurance Agency, Inc.
MOJO l Creative Digital
National Kitchen & Bath Association
New Hampshire Home Builders Association
Nitco
Northeastern Lumber Manufacturers Assn.
Paladin Data Corp.
Payment Processing Consultants, Inc.
Pennsylvania Lumbermens
Mutual Insurance Companies
Penske Truck Leasing
Petrocelli Marketing Group
Ponderosa Software
Poulos Advisors
Red Horse USA, Inc.
RenoWare Technologies, Inc.
Roehrs & Company, Inc.
The Rowley Agency
RR Donnelley
RSM US LLP
SILBA
Spruce Computer Systems, Inc.
Sturm Corp.
DBA Cranes 101 Cranes Aerial Truck Service
Sunbelt Rack - CT Darnell Construction
Synchrony Financial
System Solutions LLC
Thompson and Johnson Equipment Co., Inc.
USI Insurance Services, LLC
V&H Inc.
W.J. Cox Associates
Wheeler Consulting
Woodworks
Yesware Solutions, Inc.

WHOLESALERS

A&B Wood Design
A.W. Hastings & Co., LLC
All-Time Manufacturing Co. Inc.
American Lumber Co. Inc.
Atlantic Forest Products
Atlantic Plywood Corp.
Bateman Brothers Lumber Co., Inc.
Beau-Trusses
Beland Forest Products Ltd.
Bennett Supply of NY
BlueLinx
Boise Cascade
BOSCUS
Boston Cedar
Bridgewater Wholesalers, Inc.
Britton Lumber Company LLC
Brodie Toyota-Lift
BROSCO
Capital Forest Products, Inc.
Cleary Millwork
Coastal Specialty Forest Products, Inc.
Collis CraneWorks
Cooperative Reserve Supply, Inc.
Culpeper Wood Preservers
Cushman Lumber Co., Inc.
Dakeryn Industries, Ltd.
Denison-Cannon Co.
Di Prizio Pine Sales
Do It Best Corp.
Eastern Engineered Wood Products

Emery-Waterhouse
The Empire Company, LLC
Fairway Wholesale Distribution, LLC
Feldman Wood Products Co., Inc.
Flagship Forest Products
FLW Wood International Inc.
Garden State Lumber Products
Garmar Industries Inc.
General Woodcraft
Genesee Reserve Supply Co.
Gilfoy Distributing Co.
Gillies & Prittie, Inc.
Goodfellow, Inc.
GRK Fasteners
Guardian Building Products, Inc.
Hancock Lumber Co.
Hardware Suppliers, Inc.
Holbrook Lumber Co.
Holden Humphrey, Inc.
Hood Distribution - McQuesten Group
ILVA USA
J&S Supply Corp.
Johnson Lumber Company, LLC
JWS Distributing
Keiver-Willard Lumber Corp.
Langevin Forest Products, Inc.
LBM Advantage
Liberty Wood Materials
Lumbermens Merchandising Corp.
Madison Wood Preservers, Inc.
Manufacturers Reserve Supply
Mariotti Building Products Inc.
Metrie
Mid-State Lumber Corp.
Millbrook Lumber
National Nail Corporation
New England Industrial Truck, Inc.
New England Millwork, Inc.
North Counties Supply Co., Inc.
North East Sales Corp.
Northeast Lumber Sales, Inc.
Nutmeg Forest Products, Inc.
Orgill, Inc.
Oxford Timber, Inc.
Paint Sundries Solutions
Parksite
Philadelphia Reserve Supply Co.
Plywood Specialties, Inc.
Portland Stone Ware Co., Inc.
PrimeSource Building Products, Inc.
Princeton Forest Products, Inc.
R.A. Graham Co., Inc.
Rafferty Wholesale
Reeb Millwork Corp.
Reserve Supply of CNY
Rex Lumber Co.
Russin Lumber Corp.
Screw Products, Inc.
Seacoast Mills, Inc.
Seven D Wholesale
Shamrock Building Materials
Sherwood Lumber Corp.
Stair Parts Supply
Starborn Industries, Inc.
Super Enterprises, Distributors
of Marvin Window and Door Products
Taiga Building Products Ltd.
Timber Trading Group
Top Notch Distributors
U2 Fasteners
V. Zappala & Co., Inc.
Vermont Wholesale Building Prod., Inc.
Warren Trask Company, Inc.
W.D. Matthews Machinery Co.
Weyerhaeuser
Wholesale Building Specialties
Wiener, Crowley & St. John, Inc.
Wolf Home Products
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FOREVER A MEMBER
Are you retiring from the LBM industry?
Do you want to stay connected to the
news and events happening in the industry?

CURRENT
RETIRED MEMBERS
Merrill Becker
William Besecker
Frank Blair

The NRLA has always had a membership category
for retired members who wanted to stay active,
but recently, the NRLA board of directors voted to
make membership FREE to NRLA retired members.
If you are interested in changing your status to
a retired member, please contact Louise Farbstein for a
membership application at lfarbstein@nrla.org or 518-880-6374.
It’s FREE to be a retired member, but we do need you to fill out
the application so we can have your most current information.

Floyd Calkins
Frank Chalmers
Jack Connors
Tom Driscoll
Ronald Dupuis
Andrew Durosky
Jon Hallgren
Jeannine Larin
Kenneth Latham
Patricia McDonough
Tony Morgan
Richard Nichols
Harold Oehler
Arnold Pickett
Anthony Portanova
Dan Reilly
Allen Riley
Brian Rivenburgh
Stanton Roller
Richard Taylor
Robert Thing
Tony Trubiano
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Cleary Millwork........................................15

Koppers.....................................................17

The Tapco Group......................................73
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www.kleerlumber.com
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www.deckwise.com
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RISING STARS

Chris Vaughan
Cape Cod Lumber, Abington, Mass. | Position: Inside Sales Manager

After realizing that working in his uncle’s machine shop wasn’t for him, Chris Vaughan, one of the newest
NYLE board members, changed careers and began working at Lowe’s. For the next seven years Chris would
teach himself how to manage people and manage inventory. But in the end, he knew the corporate
environment of a big box store wasn’t for him.
“The big box is all about the numbers and the profit,” Chris said, acknowledging this is an important
part of the business. “But, you didn’t get the feeling that the employees are a big part of it as well.”
After leaving the big box environment, Chris joined the team at Cape Cod Lumber (CCL). Chris has been
with CCL for five years as inside sales manager, overseeing a team of 12 salespeople.
“It’s a different feeling here,” he explained. “It’s a family environment. Everybody here cares about
each other. Everybody has a stake in the business.” CCL is a private, employee-owned retailer
in Abington, Mass., and that means a lot to Chris.
“The employees here have a lot more pride in what they are doing. It’s more than a just paycheck to them.
There’s more to it than that.”
Since coming to CCL, Chris has been given some incredible opportunities, which included being
encouraged to go back to college and use his interest in social media marketing to help promote
the company, as well getting involved in NYLE.
Chris learned a lot about the opportunities NYLE offered to connect with younger members
of the industry at events like the Spring Conference and Timber Tour.
“When I went to Spring Conference, all these younger people were there. I knew these were the people
I could reach out to. NYLE is an organization where I feel like I can bounce ideas off of people.”
After experiencing Timber Tour last Fall, Chris was approached about joining the NYLE board by
CCL’s Vice President and General Manage, Tom McManus, who felt this would be a good
opportunity to network with other young professionals.
Beyond the networking opportunities, NYLE offers education and leadership development opportunities
to enthusiastic members. Chris, who went on Timber Tour this Fall, explained that “I was very attracted to
seeing manufacturers’ plants and how the product is created that we sell. Personally, I think it’s one of the
best sales trainings you can attend. When you have seen how they make a product you can speak a lot
more confidently about it.”
As Chris’ experience with NYLE continues, he sees all that the organization will be able to offer him.
“Networking, education, learning how the business works is going to help me in my career. It’s a
great way to meet like-minded young people in the industry. It’s fun too.”
112
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Welcome Home

We Got You Covered
BlueLinx has all the Home Envelope Products you need.

ROOFING

SIDING

BROSCO is pleased to announce the addition of DSI Aluminum and Vinyl Railings.
We are proud to offer complete lines of aluminum and vinyl railing products to meet your needs. Westbury®
Aluminum and PolyRail® Vinyl Railing Systems offer peace of mind while providing a level of beauty, distinction
and lasting value in the outdoor living space.
Choose from a variety of
DSI Products –

Westbury® Aluminum Railing

Westbury® VertiCable®

Westbury® ScreenRail

Westbury® Aluminum Railing

SHEATHING

Westbury® VertiCable

Westbury® ScreenRail

CHR Continuous Handrail

PolyRail® TRX Vinyl Railing

MagenaStar Lighting Systems

WEATHER PROOFING

INSULATION
Designed to fit your lifestyle.

Contemporary vertical cables provide
virtually unobstructed views.

Outdoor living space without the
insects.

PolyRail® TRX Vinyl Railing

CHR Continuous Handrail

Magena Star Lighting System

ROOFING

SIDING

INSULATION

WEATHER
PROOFING

SHEATHING

THE STRONGEST CLASS A1 FIRE RATED
MAGNESIUM OXIDE BOARD

BY DIGGER SPECIALTIES, INC.

Vinyl Siding & Accessories

Features an elegantly contoured
T-top rail.

Compatible with all Westbury®
Railing and is ADA Compliant.

Contact your BROSCO Territory Sales Representative to learn more!

Fire, mold and water resistant
Eco-friendly and people safe

Easy to install ornamental lighting.

New England
For more information, please contact your BlueLinx representative
at 800-839-2588 or visit www.BlueLinxCo.com

New England’s Building Products Distributor
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